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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM 

 

Copyright piracy is a problem as old as copyright itself. Copyright is the right given by 

law to creators of literary, cinematography, musical, computer software and other 

creative works. It means the creator has the right to make copies of his or her works and 

prevent others from using his work. When others have copied their work there is legal 

remedy. Does legal owner face the loss due to piracy, is there any way to estimate such 

loss, the lack awareness in general public, effective punishment and legal remedies. 

 

2. OBJECTIVE  

 

With this topic, the researcher would like to ascertain and explore the impact of various 

rules and legislations to address Copyright piracy in the current scenario and to avoid 

piracy. To study the legal remedies, the extent of piracy, its punishment and associated 

socio economic factors. Along with this, researcher would also like to high light lacunas 

in present system which can be addressed and suggest any changes which needs to be 

made.  

 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

Method of doctrinal research will be used in the research. It will be based on analysing 

and exploring the existing rules, guidelines, and the recent amendments made in the 

Copyright Act which have been incorporated to prevent piracy activities in India. Other 
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than that, this would also be a comparative study where the researcher would like to 

study system of other countries as well. 

 

4. SCOPE OF RESEARCH 

The scope of research would be to analyze the rules and regulations mentioned below:- 

 Copyright Act,1957 

 Copyright Act,2012 

 Information Technology Act,2000 

In addition to this, the researcher would also take into account a more comparative 

approach of Copyright online piracy, by taking up laws of other countries like, United 

States of America, Spain and France according to their legislative measure. 

 

5. MODE OF CITATION 

 

A uniform citation has been followed by using Harvard Blue Book, Nineteen Edition.  

 

6. ISSUE 

 

I. Whether is there any International treaty for Copyright? 

 

II. Whether different kinds of Copyright piracy have effective laws? 

 

III. Whether Copyright piracy has affected the socio-economic aspects of the countries? 

 

IV. Whether the current legal framework is well equipped to curb piracy? 
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7. HYPODISSERTATION 

 

Even after having the laws what are the types of piracies emerging in the present 

scenario. Effect of piracy and current legal framework to curb the piracy Activity. 

 

8. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Arul George Scaria1 Copyright law works at the grassroots level in India. There is special 

look at the social, cultural, historical, legal and economic dimension of Copyright piracy 

in the Indian film industry with this objective. 

Laikwan pang2to introduction to interdisciplinary approach to study intellectual 

property issues in contemporary cinema, and the related discussions recorded. 

Brett Danaher, Michael D smith and rahul telang3 has explained about impact of piracy 

in artist work, music, computer software and movie. 

Jaman H Shah,4  the international Copyright convention for advanced countries will 

brook no change in the provisions of the conventions which may limit their right in this 

respect. India and other similarly placed countries should, therefore, seriously consider 

withdrawing themselves from these conventions.  

Samuel Israel5 examines the changes proposed to be made, through the amending bill, 

pertaining to Piracy, Compulsory Licensing, Protection to Authors and Corporate 

Copyright. 

 

                                                           
1 Arul George Scaria, Piracy in the Indian Film Industry: Copyright and Cultural Consonance, Cambridge 

university press, 2014. 
2 Laikwan pang, cultural control and globalization in Asia, Routledge, 2006.  
3 Brett Danaher, Michael d. smith and rahul telang, innovation policy and the economy vol.14, no.1 

(January 2014). 
4 Jaman H Shah, India and the International Copyright Conventions, Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. 

8, No. 13 (Mar. 31, 1973), pp. 645-648 
5 Samuel Israel, National and International: The 1983 Amendment of the Indian Copyright Act, 1957, 

Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. 18, No. 47 (Nov. 19, 1983), pp. 1983-1988 
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CHAPTER 2 

MEANING AND CONCEPT OF COPYRIGHT 

 

Today we are living in a globalized world as there is instant global communication as a 

result everyone are part of technology developments that is rapid with new feature of 

texts, sound or visual images have proliferated. Digital technology with capacities to 

store, backup and disseminate which helps people also in development of cultural 

industries and exploitation of works all over the world. Thus new technology has given 

rise to importance of intellectual property in field of patent, trademark, Copyright etc. 

generally when we think about Copyright protection it is granted to original works like 

literary, musical, dramatic or artistic works. As there is growth there are various 

concepts like computer programs, computer database, computer layouts, computer 

software etc. 6  

 

Copyright literally means “right to copy”7. Copyright laws are essentially present in the 

developing countries and developed countries for the protection of literary, dramatic, 

musical and artistic works, cinematograph films and sound recording.8 The one who 

create all the above mentioned will get the benefits name as author which is directly 

encouraging of intellectual creation of all social, economic and cultural development.  

The concept of “Copyright” and “neighboring right” or “related rights” has significance 

in science, economic, social, political and legal environment throughout the world.  The 

Copyright law protects the rights of owner and neighboring right but also with the public 

                                                           
6 ALOK KUMAR YADAV, Copyright in Digital Era, published at 

http://www.rmlnlu.ac.in/webj/alok_kumar_yadav.pdf accessed on 31/03/2018 at 5:12pm. 
7U.S. Copyright Office Definitions, Available at https://www.Copyright.gov/help/faq/definitions.html, 

accessed on 31/03/2018 at 5:30 pm. 
8 U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 8. 

https://www.copyright.gov/help/faq/definitions.html
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interest and strike a balance between digital and environment. The Copyright law thus 

covers artistic works and literary and has now entered a new world of technological 

innovation. 

 

Piracy means unauthorized reproduction, importing, or distribution, whether of whole 

or partially protected by Copyright. Copyright piracy is throughout the world. When 

owner of a Copyright faces loss due to piracy, there will be economic loss. This adversely 

affects the creative potential of a society as it denies, creative people, such as authors 

and artists, which amount to infringement. As a result piracy protection on works is 

necessary through the world which is affecting the world economy and cultural. 

 

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

 

Copyright protection emerged with the inventive step take for printing and literary 

works duplication by the way of reproduction and copying the work. Guttenberg’s 

printing press in Germany in 1436 needed a protection for printing and bookseller was 

recognized and thus certain privileges to print, publish and also author were granted. In 

1483 England became centre for printing trade in Europe with the technological 

innovation led to creation of class of intermediaries, who made investment in bringing 

out the book to the market. They were called “stationers”9 in England. In 1557 Queen 

Mary 1, grants for book publishing regulation the book trade to the stationer’s company 

of London10. In 1662, the Licensing Act was passed in England which prohibited the 

printing and Licensing also registered with stationers’ company. First clear law was 

                                                           
9 Stephen M. Stewart, International Copyright and Neighbouring Rights, 1983, at pp.20 
10 Jacqueline M.B. Seignette, Challenges to the Creator Doctrine – Authorship, Copyright Ownership and 

the Exploitation of Creative Works in the Netherlands, Germany and the United States, 1994, at pp. 13. 
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passed with vision to protecting literary Copyright and checking piracy11. The licence era 

was short lived.  

 

In 1709 Queen Anne’s statute for rights of the authors over their work which was legally 

recognized, and concept of ‘public domain’ was also established. It came to force on 10th 

April 1710 aim was giving a statutory right to benefit from their literary works to sole 

right to print which had a limitation twenty-one years for work published from the date 

of enactment.  

 

In manuscript there was recognized a perpetual right of property in author’s “copy”.12 

Statute of Anne ‘was designed to destroy the bookseller’s monopoly of book trade and 

prevent its recurrence and sought to divorce the evil of privileges censorship from free 

expression, thus facilitating an equilibrium between the rights of authors and rights of 

the public to have access to print material’13.  

 

“The statute of Anne marked English Copyright and established a set of domestic 

principles: recognition of author and the fountainhead of protection and legal 

protection against with the limitation without the prior of censorship by government or 

its agents”14 

 

Statute of Anne was statute consisting of 11 parts: - part one, to promote learning 

                                                           
11 E.P. Skone James, et al, Copinger and Skone James on Copyright, 1991, para 1-24 
12 This is often referred to as ‘common law Copyright’, Akhil Prasad and Aditi Aggarwala, Copyright Law 

Desk Book, 2009 at 127. 
13 L. Ray Patterson, ‘Understanding the Copyright Clause’, 47 J Copyright Society USA 365, 379 (2000) 
14 Barbara Ringer, ‘Bowker Memorial Lecture’, 1974, Publisher’s Weekly, 18 Novemebr 1974, at 27 as 
referred in Stephan M. Stewart, International Copyright & Neighbouring Rights, 1983 at 12. 
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Part two, to prevent any other person using the author to print or reprint the 

book/literary work for a restriction till 21 year in its retroactive operation. The Act was 

protecting the authors by giving rights for their works to encourage learning and spread 

of knowledge and cultural.  

 

This Act did not give exclusive right for the author thus in 1814 and 1842 Copyright 

increased the duration of protection from fourteen, to twenty –eight, to forty-two years 

respectively. Later in 1710 there was decline in Copyright witnessed the tension.  Where 

there was codified law for Copyright. “Battle of booksellers” the lower courts granted an 

injunction after the expiry of 21 year for the owner of Copyright.15 Based on theory 

‘every man has a natural right of property to the fruits of his labour’16 there are claim 

for perpetual right to publish and sell acquired copies which is from the manuscripts17.  

 

The case of Millar vs. Taylor18, protection of common right was upheld for perpetual of 

common right. Five year later, the House of Lords overruled Millar’s decision that there 

will be no perpetual protection of Copyright law. This principle of balancing the 

exclusive right of author or publisher in the work came with the historic judgment by 

the House of Lords in Donaldson vs. Beckett19. Queen Anne’s statute was first statute, 

which talked about the Copyright and gave protection to the authors for their works of 

learning, cultural, economy then monopoly over the publication.20  

                                                           
15 William F.Patry, Copyright Law and Practice available at http://digital-lawonline.info/patry/patry2.html 

accessed on 13/01/2015. A similar situation was faced by France when it came to the renewal of a 

privilege of a Parisian publisher at the beginning of the eighteenth century. For more see Stephen M. 

Stewart, International Copyright &Neighboring Rights, 1983, at 13. 
16 Locke, Second Treatise, Chapter V, section 27. 
17 Jacqueline M.B. Seibnette, Challenges to the Creator Doctrine – Authorship, Copyright Ownership and 

the Exploitation of Creative Works in the Netherlands, Germany and the United States, at 15, 1994. 
18 (1769) 4 Burr. 2303, 98 ER 201[1] 
19 4 Burr (4th edn.) 2303, 98 Eng Rep 201 (KB 1769). 
20 Akhil Prasad and Aditi Aggarwala, Copyright Law Desk Book, 2009 at 132-133 
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Further evolution of Copyright was in France at the eighteenth century. In 1791 and 

1793 concept of literary property and introduction of public domain and two 

fundamental principles to modern Copyright were established. Later in mid-nineteenth 

century, many states including Latin America had already enacted national Copyright 

laws.21   

 

Modern system of Copyright related rights through international agreements. By the 

end of nineteenth century countries came to an understanding that protection for 

works should not stop at the border. There was number of bilateral agreement were 

signed, in particular among European countries.   

 

First multilateral international treaty – Berne convention for the protection of literary 

and artistic works in 1886 administered by association litteraireet artistique 

international (ALAI).  There were number of revisions after like Universal Copyright 

Convention administered by UNSECO, Trade-Related Intellectual Property aspects 

(TRIPs) agreement, World Trade Organization (WTO), WIPO treaties of 1996, WIPO 

Copyright treaty (WCT) and the WIPO performance and phonograms treaty (WPTT) for 

digital environment. Cross border trade and technological developments triggered 

recent international development.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
21 The ABC of Copyright, 2010, UNESCO, Cultural Sector, Paris, pg. 12; available at 

http://www.unesco.org/fileadmin/MULTIMEDIA/HQ/CLT/diversity/pdf/WAPO/ABC_Copyright_en.pdf 

accessed on 14/03/2018 at 07:24pm 
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CHAPTER 3 

EVOLUTION OF COPYRIGHT LAW IN INDIA 

 

In colonial period there was an existence of Copyright-type legislation in India. Firstly 

Europe, the ‘art’ in India had historically been supported through different types of 

patronage like literary/music by the royal for biographies or rituals also. Secondly where 

a community decides to donate their work in building and wealth for religious values. 

Lastly, patronage where retainer or commission by patron.22  

 

The first introduction for Copyright law happened in 1847 by the East India Company 

Governor-General of India affirms the applicability of English Copyright law to India.23  

After the enactment the term of Copyright was lifetime plus seven years for author and 

could not exceed forty-two years on the whole. Author refuses publication after death 

then government has authority to give licence for the publication.  

 

Registration for Copyright was compulsory for utilization of right under the Act. 

 In 1914, British Raj enacted Copyright Act which was similar to Copyright Act 1911. 

There were few major changes in respect to criminal sanction for infringement. After 

1914 Act there was several amendments and in 1957 Berne Convention Copyright law 

evolved. This Act was enacted by Independent India.24 

 

                                                           
22 Charu Dureja, Historical Development Of Copyright Law In India, Vol. 4, No. 1, January 2015, IJARMSS; 

ISSN: 2278-6236, pg. 54 & ft. 14; retrieved from http://www.garph.co.uk/IJARMSS/Jan2015/7.pdf on 

15/03/2018 at 07:13pm 
23 Kala Thairani, How Copyright Works in Practice, 1996, pg 2. 
24 R.Dhiraj, Advocate, SAPR Advocates, The Law of Copyright in India, available at 

http://www.saprlaw.com/taxblog/Copyright_final.pdf accessed on 24/03/2018 at 11:38pm 
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The Copyright Act, 1957 rules were made according to International Copyright, 1999 

govern Copyright and Neighboring Rights. This Act had been amended five times in 

1983, 1984, 1992, 1999 and 2012. There are 15 chapters with 79 sections and central 

government has a power to notify in official gazette, for carrying out the purpose of this 

Act.25 

 

The recent Indian Copyright amendment Act 2012 has extended the rights of the 

performer’s and broadcasting organization, the major amendments are towards 

unequal treatment towards lyricists and music composers in cinematograph film owner 

right in entertainment industry.26 

 

FRAME WORK OF INDIAN COPYRIGHT LAW 

 

Copyright Act, 1957 focuses on license, its ownership, registration of Copyright, 

infringement of Copyright, civil and criminal remedies for infringement and allied 

matter. There are chapters devoted to international Copyright and rights of 

broadcasting authorities. The administrative aspects are taken care with registrar of 

Copyrights, who handle Copyright office and board. Who can be appointed in the 

board? a chairman who is or equal to Supreme Court or High Court judge or who is 

qualified to be a High Court judge. Amends made in the Copyright Act, 1957 enactment 

of original Act has been dealt several matters, including compulsory licenses.27 

Revocation by Copyright board of assignment of Copyright in certain circumstance, 28 

the problem of computer, the problem of video piracy, duplicating machines etc. 

                                                           
25 Supra note 22, at 11 
26 ibid 
27 sections 32A and 32B 
28 section 19A 
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SCOPE OF THE ACT 

 

Copyright defines an exclusive right for certain period of time 29 and on matter covered 

under the Act is exhaustive30. There is time, jurisdiction to restrain a breach of trust or 

confidence is saved 31- by considering importance in modern times.32 

 

Protection of original works  

The principal creative works protected by the Copyright Act are - literary, dramatic, 

musical and artistic works, cinematograph films and records33. The work must be 

original. Deepak Printers v. Forward Stationary Mart.34 Of course, the expression 

"originality”, in the field of Copyright law, has to be interpreted according to its well 

understood meaning in that field. Govindan v. Gopalakrishnan35; Marshall v. Ram 

Narain.36 

Literary works For the purpose of Copyright law, "literary" works do not necessarily have 

to possess literary merit see section 2(o). Further, what is protected is not the idea, but 

its formal expression in writing. Agarwala Publishing House v. Board of High School and 

Intermediate Education37 Copyright can therefore be claimed in compilations of various 

types. Macmillan v. R.C.Cooper38,N.T.Raghunathan v. All India Reporter39 and R.G.Anand 

                                                           
29 section 14 
30 section 16 
31 section 16 
32 P.M. BAKSHI, INDIAN COPYRIGHT LAW : AN OUTLINE , Pg. 37 
33 section 13 
34 (1986) PTC 186, 17 Guj. L.R. 338. 

35  AIR 1955 Mad. 391 

36 AIR 1934 All 122. 

 

37 AIR 1967 All. 91. 

38 AIR1924P.C 

39 AIR 1971 Bom. 48 
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v. Delux Films.40 In particular, it can be claimed in encyclopedias, lexicons etc. In fact, 

section 35(1) of the Indian Copyright Act, 1914, specially mentioned them.  

 Dramatic works  

As defined in section 2(h) of the Copyright Act, a dramatic work includes "any piece for 

recitation, choreographic work or entertainment in dumb show, the scenic arrangement 

or Acting form of which is fixed in writing or otherwise, but does not include a 

cinematograph film." Judicially also, it has been held that "dramatic work" does not 

include cinema films. Fortune Films v. Dev Anand,41 holding that Actor in a film is not 

protected for his Acting. Controversies have arisen by reason of adaptation of a story in 

a play, which is again made into a film.42  

 Artistic works  

Artistic works are defined by the Copyright Act as meaning a painting, sculpture, 

drawing of any kind (including diagram, map, chart or plan), an engraving or a 

photograph, whether or not such work possesses artistic quality. Besides this, an 

architectural "work of art" and any other work of artistic craftsmanship are also artistic 

works.43 Artistic quality, as such, may not be required, but there has to be some use of 

human labour44 and skill.45  

 Cinematograph films and Video films  

"Cinematograph film" is defined in section 2(f) as including the sound track; and 

"cinematograph" itself is defined as any work produced by any process analogous to 

                                                           

40 R.G.Anand v. Delux Films,AIR 1978 S.C. 1613 

41 AIR 1979 Bombay 17,23,24 

42 AIR 1985 Bom. 229.  

 
43 Section 2(c) 
44D.C.S. Bureau v. United Concern ,AIR 1967 Mad. 381 
45 Camlin Private Ltd. v. National Pencil Industries, AIR 1986 Delhi 444.  
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cinematography. Video films are also deemed to be produced by "a process analogous 

to cinematography".  

 Records  

The embodiment of sound, and its capacity for reproduction, are the two essentials of 

the concept of "record" in the Copyright Act, section 2(w), where the expression is 

defined as "any disc, tape, perforated roll or other device in which sounds are embodied 

so as to be capable of being reproduced therefrom", other than a sound track 

associated with a cinematograph Film. 

 

 RIGHTS OF THE AUTHOR  

 

Author of literary works, and his rights  

“There are detailed provisions in the Copyright Act as to the rights given to the author of 

a work, depending on the species of the particular work (literary, dramatic etc.). For 

brevity, one may concentrate on authors of literary works. By the combined operation 

of sections 13,14,17,20,21 and 57 of the Copyright Act, it will be possible to describe the 

important rights of the author of a literary work; and, for this purpose, it may be 

convenient to group the numerous rights under certain useful headings.” 

“The right to reproduce the work in any material form recognized by the Act, by section 

(14)(1) (a) (i), can be said to be the principal nucleus of Copyright law. This is followed by 

the right to publish or produce the work and to perform the work in public, as also 

similar rights regarding translation of the work. The theory here is, that exploitation of 

the creation of the author by any means should (in the absence of an 

assignment),”remain exclusively with the author. As regards alteration of the work, one 

must not only take notice of the right to make any "adaptation" of the work- which is 

well understood in traditional Copyright law - but must also take note of the "moral 
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right" of the author46. Even after assignment of the Copyright, the author has a right to 

claim paternity (authorship) and to object to non-consensual and substantial mutilations 

of the work There is an interesting Delhi case on the subject, namely, Manu Bhandari v. 

Kala Vikas Pictures Ltd.47. This involved a film produced on the basis of the novel of the 

author, and the judgment specifically holds that the authors' right to restrain distortion 

etc. of the work is not limited to mere literary reproduction of the work, but also covers 

visual and audio manifestation of the original work.” 

 

“Neighbouring Rights derivative works The Copyright Act does not itself use the 

expression 'neighbouring rights', commonly taken as right in works derived from the 

original work. But the statutory provision is very clear. Thus, section 14(1) (a) (dealing 

with literary, dramatic or musical works), which confers several exclusive rights as per 

sub clauses (i) to (vi) specifically also confers, by section 14(a) (vii) and (viii), exclusive 

rights to do, in relation to a translation or an adaptation of the work, any of the Acts 

specified in relation to the work in clauses (i) to (vi). There is an elaborate definition of 

"adaptation" in section 2(a). This includes, inter alia, (in the case of musical works), 

"arrangement" or "transcription" of the work.” 

In Western music, "arrangement" is illustrated  

(1) by arranging orchestral work for piano or  

(2) Arrangement of song written with piano in mind, for voice and orchestra. 

"Transcription" (in relation to a musical work) means "arrangement of a musical 

composition for some instrument or voice other than the original" (Webster's Collegiate 

Dictionary). 

                                                           
46 Section 57. 
47 Manu Bhandari v. Kala Vikas Pictures Ltd. AIR 1987 Delhi 13 (S.B.Wad J.) 
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“Assignment while rights of reproduction, publication and adaptation of a work do not 

directly have an element of transfer, the rights of the author of a work to assign the 

Copyright in that work does possess such an element.” 

 

An assignment of Copyright must be in writing, signed by the assignor or his duly 

authorized agent48. Disputes regarding assignment, or regarding any term of 

assignment, may be brought before the Copyright Board49 . Assignment can be made of 

a Copyright in a future work, but such assignment comes into effect only when the work 

comes into existence under section 18(1) and proviso thereto.  

 

 Musical works  

It has been held by the Supreme Court of India that the author (composer) of a lyric or 

musical work, who has authorized a cinematograph film of his work by incorporating or 

recording it on the cinematograph film, cannot restrain the owner of the Copyright in 

the film from (1) causing the sound portion of the film to be performed or projected on 

screen in public for profit or (ii) from making any record embodying the recording in any 

part of the sound tracks.  

The reasoning is, that section 14(i) &(iii) authorise the owner of the Copyright in the film 

to make any record embodying the recording in any part of the sound tracks associated 

with the film. The decision has not escaped criticism.50 

 

Duration of Copyright under the Act 

With certain exceptions, Copyright shall subsist in any literary, dramatic, musical or 

artistic work (other than a photograph), published in the lifetime of the author for sixty 

                                                           
48 Section 19 
49 Section 19 
50 Indian Performing Rights Society v. East India Motion Pictures Association AIR 1977 SC 1443 
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years from the beginning of the calendar year next following the year in which the 

author dies. a) The period was previously 50 years, but very recently, it has been 

increased to 60 years by an amendment. The amendment was effected by promulgating 

an Ordinance, and will very shortly by incorporate in an Act of Parliament.51   

b) Under section 25, in the case of photograph the Copyright shall subsist for 50 years 

from the beginning of the calendar year following the year of publication.52 

 

Jurisdiction of court  

The legal owner can be more than one person or voluntarily or business or personally 

works for gains. In case where a civil proceeding and Infringement is Copyright of any 

work or rights as mentioned under this Act. It shall be instituted in the district court or 

any other law for the time being in force, which includes local limits of whose 

jurisdiction for the institution of suit or other proceeding.53 

 

Licensing 

The Copyright proprietor may allow a permit and exchange a few or the greater part of 

his rights to others to abuse his work for financial advantages. A permit is extraordinary 

from a task as licensee gets certain rights subject to the conditions determined in the 

permit assertion however the responsibility for rights isn't vested with him while if there 

should be an occurrence of a task the trustee turns into the proprietor of the intrigue 

doled out to him. A permit might be selective or of non-elite write.  

                                                           
51 Section 22 
52 section 25 
53 Section 62 in the Copyright Act, 1957 
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Copyright Registration Procedure 

“The procedure for registration is as follows: 

1. Application for registration is to be made on as prescribed in the first schedule to the 

Rules; 

2. Separate applications should be made for registration of each work; 

3. Each application should be accompanied by the requisite fee prescribed in the second 

schedule to the Rules ; and 

4. The applications should be signed by the applicant or the advocate in whose favor a 

Vakalatnama or Power of Attorney has been executed. The Power of Attorney signed by 

the party and accepted by the advocate should also be enclosed.” 

 

Time for Processing Application 

“After you file your application and receive diary number you have to wait for a 

mandatory period of 30 days so that no objection is filed in the Copyright office against 

your claim that particular work is created by you.” 

 

Scope and Extent of Copyright Registration 

“Both published and unpublished works can be registered. Copyright in works published 

before 21st January, 1958, i.e., before the Copyright Act, 1957 came in force, can also be 

registered, provided the works still enjoy Copyright. Three copies of published work may 

be sent along with the application.” 

 

“If the work to be registered is unpublished, a copy of the manuscript has to be sent 

along with the application for affixing the stamp of the Copyright Office in proof of the 

work having been registered. In case two copies of the manuscript are sent, one copy of 
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the same duly stamped will be returned, while the other will be retained, as far as 

possible, in the Copyright Office for record and will be kept confidential. It would also be 

open to the applicant to send only extracts from the unpublished work instead of the 

whole manuscript and ask for the return of the extracts after being stamped with the 

seal of the Copyright Office. When a work has been registered as unpublished and 

subsequently it is published, the applicant may apply for changes in particulars entered 

in the Register of Copyright in Form V with prescribed fee.” 

 

All kinds of literary and artistic works can be Copyrighted; you can also file a Copyright 

application for your website or other computer program. Computer Software or 

programme can be registered as a ‘literary work’. As per Section 2 (o) of the Copyright 

Act, 1957 “literary work” includes computer programmes, tables and compilations, 

including computer databases. ‘Source Code’ has also to be supplied along with the 

application for registration of Copyright for software products. Copyright protection 

prevents undue proliferation of private products or works, and ensures the individual 

owner retains significant rights over his creation.54 

 

                                                           

54 Copyright Registration Process and Procedure,https://www.indiafilings.com/learn/Copyright-

registration-process-procedure/, (last accessed on 5/5/2018 8:20pm) 

https://www.indiafilings.com/learn/copyright-registration-process-procedure/
https://www.indiafilings.com/learn/copyright-registration-process-procedure/
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Infringement section 55 to 62 

Remedies are of three type’s civil remedies, criminal remedies and administrative 

remedies. In case of infringement of Copyright there is a first injunction ordered by 

court next remedy for damages. Accounts of profits and infringing copies and other 

remedies granted.55   

If anyone intentionally infringes right of owner then according to Copyright Act they are 

punishable with civil, criminal and administrative remedy.56 Any decree taken outside 

India has no effect in India.57 

 

 Civil remedies 

This remedy is granted for interlocutory injunction for Action with an application for 

some interlocutory relief and most cases they are matter never goes beyond the 

interlocutory stage. The damages are Actual and conversion; attorney fees, rendition of 

accounts of profits and delivery up. 

Interlocutory injunction:- 

The principle was derived by case which are – prime facie, balance of convenience and 

irreparable injury. 58  

In the case of Series 5 Software Ltd. v Philip Clarke & Others59, re-examined the 

principles was taken into consideration and then fresh look at what Cyanamid had 

actually decided. Later judge held that the grant of an interlocutory injunction was a 

matter of discretion and depended on all the facts of the case; there were no fixed 

rules; the court main objective is to resolve issues on the matter of fact or law; major 

factors the court should bear in mind were 

                                                           
55 sections 54-62 
56 Sections 63-66 
57In penguin books ltd. V. india book distributors AIR 1985 Del. 29, 32 (D.B.) 
58 [1975] AC 396, [1975] AC 368 (HL(E)] 
59 [1996]FSR 273 
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(i) the extent to which damages were likely to be an adequate remedy and the 

ability of the other party to pay  

(ii) the balance of convenience  

(iii) the maintenance of the status quo, and 

(iv)  Any clear view the court may reach as to the relative strength of the parties' 

case.  

Thus, this case places emphasis on the merits and the effect may well be to obtain a 

non-binding view by a judge on the merits. This may lengthen the hearing of application 

for interlocutory injunction as parties may lead evidence on the merits but it may have 

the overall effect of putting an early end to the main Action.60 

 

Pecuniary remedies 

In our country if the plaintiff to elect between damages and an account of profits 

despite in the two recent cases baldock vs. Addison61 and island records v string 

international plc.62  Held that split trial and procedure was conducted so that once 

liability has been established, the plaintiff would be liable for two remedies to elect the 

damages or account of profits. 

 

Anton pillor order has defined the following elements of:-“1. An injunction restraining 

the defendant from dealing in the infringing goods or destroying, them;  2. An order that 

the plaintiffs solicitors be permitted to enter the premises of the defendants, search the 

same and take goods in their safe custody; and 3. An order that defendant be directed 

                                                           
60 ibid 
61 [1994] FSR 665 
62 [1995] FSR 560 
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to disclose the names and addresses of suppliers and customers and also to file an 

affidavit within a specified time giving this information.63 

 

Mareva Injunction  

Mareva Injunction is a request which incidentally solidifies resources of a litigant along 

these lines keeping the litigant from baffling the judgment by transfer of such resources.  

 

Norwich Pharmacal Orders  

These requests are made to learn data from outsiders to empower the offended party 

or the litigant to deliver prove under the watchful eye of the courtrooms.64 

 

 Criminal remedies  

Depending on the case the punishment will be given. Usually punishment will be in 

monetary terms like fine or imprisonment depending on the case which may go up to 

50,000 to maximum of 200,000 rupees.65    

 

 Administrative remedy 

Copyright Board  

There are no exceptional courts to deal with Copyright cases. The consistent courts 

attempt these cases which essentially need information and ability in the field of 

Copyright. There is a Copyright Board to mediate certain cases relating to Copyright. The 

administration has set up a Copyright Enforcement Advisory Council (CEAC) to mediate 

certain issues relating to Copyright.  

 

                                                           
63[1976] Ch 55 
64 Supra note 24, at 11 
65 Copyright Act,1957 
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Powers of Copyright Board  

The Registrar of the copyright board performs all secretarial functions of the copyright 

board. The Registrar of the Copyright is the authority under Section 9 of the Act who is 

the officer of the Copyright Office. The Registrar of Copyright has powers of the civil 

court. And every order made by the registrar of payment of money is deemed as a 

decree of a civil court and is executed as decree of such court. 

The powers of the Registrar include: 

1. Summoning and enforcing the attendance of any person and examining him and oath. 

He can call the applicant for examining the veracity of his work anywhere within the 

territory of India. 

b. Requiring the discovery and production of any document. He may inquire for the 

source of his work, and thereby produce evidence of the same. 

c. Receiving evidence on affidavits. He may direct the applicant to issue an affidavit 

swearing his work is original as Evidence. 

d. Issuing commissions for the examinations of witnesses or documents. Examining 

witnesses or documents produced by the applicant or any interested person. 

e. Requisitioning any public record or copy thereof from any court or office. For better 

clarification from case-to-case, the Registrar has the power to ask for court orders or 

any such notifications issued by the Govt. from the respective authority. 

f. any other matter which may be prescribed. 

Registrar of Copyrights and Copyright Board to possess certain powers of civil courts.—

The Registrar of Copyrights and the Copyright Board shall have the powers of a civil 
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court when trying a suit under the Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 (5 of 1908), in respect 

of the following matters, namely:—66 

“(a) summoning and enforcing the attendance of any person and examining him on 

oath; 

(b) requiring the discovery and production of any document; 

(c) receiving evidence on affidavits; 

(d) issuing commissions for the examination of witnesses or documents; 

(e) requisitioning any public record or copy thereof from any court or office; 

(f) any other matter which may be prescribed. For the purpose of enforcing the 

attendance of witnesses, the local limits of the jurisdiction of the Registrar of Copyrights 

or the Copyright Board, as the case may be, shall be the limits of the territory of India.” 

 

Copyright Society  

A copyright society is a registered collective administration society. Such a  

society is formed by copyright owners as a group. The minimum membership  

required for registration of a society are seven.  A copyright society  can  issue  or  grant  

license  in  respect  of  any  work  in  which  copyright subsists or in respect of any other 

right given by the Copyright Act.  

Basically the copyright society performs the following functions:  

i. Issue licenses in respect of the rights administered by the society.  

ii. Collect fees in pursuance of such licenses.  

iii. Distribute such fees among owners of copyright after making deductions for the  

                                                           
66 Section:- 74. 

https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1576682/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1130006/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1000987/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/556285/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1433128/
https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1660602/
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administrative expenses.  

Generally, it is necessary to obtain licenses from more than one society.  

For example, playing of the sound recording  of  music  may  involve  obtaining  a   

licence  from  the  IPRS  for  the  public performance  of  the  music  as  well  as   

a  licence  from  the  PPL  for  playing  the  records,  if  these societies have the  

particular work in their is prepared to perform.67 

 

Recent amendments 

The Copyright (Amendment) Act, 2012 there was a revolution in the field of Copyright in 

respect to the piracy. 

 

Section 65 A Technological Protection Measure (TPM) used by Copyright owner against 

circumvention. TPM was giving the protection for owner righted on works, any 

infringing rights punishment up to 2 years and shall be liable for fine.  

 

Section 65 B to make removal of right management information without authority and 

distribution for criminal offence. “Information rights management is term that applies to 

technology to protect sensitive information from unauthorized access.”68  

 

Thus unauthorized and removal or alteration of any rights is a criminal offence 

punishable with imprisonment. So section 65A and 65B was helpful in film, music and 

publishing industry in fighting against piracy.69 

 

 

                                                           
67 Supra note 24, at 11 
68 Copyright Act,2012 
69 Copyright Act,2012 
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INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ACT, 2000 AND ON-LINE COPYRIGHT ISSUES: 

The following provisions of the Information Technology Act, 2000 are relevant to 

understand the relationship between Copyright protection and information technology: 

(a) Section 1(2) read with Section 75 of the Act provides for extra-territorial application 

of the provisions of the Act. Thus, if a person (including a foreign national) violates the 

Copyright of a person by means of computer, computer system or computer network 

located in India, he would be liable under the provisions of the Act. 

 

(b) Under Chapter IX penalties and adjudication, the Section 43 of the Act provides for 

penalties for damage to computer, computer system, etc. If any person without 

permission of the owner or any other person who is in charge of a computer, computer 

system or computer network accesses or secures access to such computer, computer 

system or computer network or downloads, copies or extracts any data, computer data 

base or information from such computer, computer system or computer network 

including information or data held or stored in any removable storage medium, he shall 

be liable to pay damages by way of compensation not exceeding one crore rupees to the 

person so affected. Thus, a person violating the Copyright of another by downloading or 

copying the same will have to pay exemplary damages up to the tune of rupees one 

crore which is deterrent enough to prevent Copyright violation. 

 

(c) Section 66 of the Act prescribes punishment for computer related offences. Under it, 

if any person dishonestly or fraudulently does any Act referred to in Section 43, then he 

shall be punishable with imprisonment for a term which may extend to three years or 

with fine which may extend to five lakh rupees or with both. 

(d) Section 47 factors to be taken into account by the adjudicating officer. 
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While adjudging the quantum of compensation, the adjudicating officer shall have to 

consider the following factors: 

(i) The amount of gain or unfair advantage, wherever quantifiable, made as the result of 

the default;  

(ii) The amount of loss caused to any person as a result of the default;  

(iii) The repetitive nature of the default. 

Thus, if the Copyright is violated intentionally and for earning profit, the quantum of 

damages will be more as compared to innocent infringement. 

 

(e) A internet service provider (ISP) will not be liable under this Act, rules or regulations 

made there under for any third party information or data made available by him if he 

proves that the offence or contravention was committed without his knowledge or that 

he had exercised all due diligence to prevent the commission of such offence or 

contravention. The network service provider under Section 79 means an intermediary 

and third party information means any information dealt with by a network service 

provider in his capacity as an intermediary. 

 

(f) The provisions of this Act shall have overriding effect notwithstanding anything 

inconsistent therewith contained in any other law for the time being in force.70 

 

Besides the above, the Copyright Act also provides several provisions which specifically 

govern online piracy, they have been mentioned below 

Under the Act fair use provisions have been extended to the digital environment. Any 

transient and incidental storage of work through the process of ‘caching’ has been 

                                                           
70 http://www.legalserviceindia.com/article/l195-Copyright-Law-in-India.html (last accessed on 10/4/2018, 

7:22pm). 

http://www.legalserviceindia.com/article/l195-Copyright-Law-in-India.html
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provided as an exception as per international practice. But any intentional storing of 

such work and reproduction and distribution of such work is an infringement under 

Section 51 of the Act, attracting civil and criminal liabilities. The exceptions have been 

increased to include reproduction and distribution for educational purposes and 

research purposes as are available in digital form or on internet. 

 

The unauthorized use of Copyright work over the Internet leads to suspension of the 

service provider’s Activity. The clause (c) of Section 52 provides for exception for 

transient and incidental storage of works, also provides for Internet service provider’s 

liability. If any such provider facilitates access to information which may be subject to 

Copyright, then on receiving a written complaint from the Copyright owner, he shall 

refrain from providing access for the period of 21 days or until courts order. If no such 

order received within these 21 days, then he can continue the access to information.  

 

Section 53, dealing with importation of infringing copies, has been substituted with a 

new section providing detailed border measures to strengthen enforcement of rights by 

making provision to control import of infringing copies by the Customs Department, 

disposal of infringing copies and presumption of authorship under civil remedies.71 

 

The provision under Section 65A sets out that any person who circumvents an effective 

technological measure applied for protecting any of the rights conferred in the Act, with 

the intention of infringing such rights, shall be punishable with imprisonment which may 

extend to two years and shall also be liable to fine. However, this section also provides 

exceptions which allow third parties to facilitate circumvention, provided s/he maintains 

                                                           
71 Lessig Lawrence, Free Culture: The Nature and Future of Creativity, The Penguin Press, US, 2004.  
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a complete record of the details of the person and the purpose for which circumvention 

was facilitated. The objective of this provision was to cut down the high rate of 

unauthorised accessing and copying of Copyrighted Products and digital infringement of 

Copyright. 

 

Section 65B deals with protection of rights management information, such as the name 

of the performer, copyright information or an ISBN number which is used for 

authentication. It states that if any person who knowingly removes or alters any rights 

management information without authority or distributes, imports for distribution, 

broadcast or communicates to the public, without authority, copies of any work, or 

performance knowing that electronic rights management information has been 

removed or altered without authority shall be punishable with imprisonment which may 

extend to two years and shall also be liable to fine. This provision also provides for an 

additional remedy to Copyright Owner under civil law to redeem his rights. The primary 

objective of this provision is to provide protection of rights management information. 

Therefore, any unauthorized and intentional removal or alteration of any rights 

management information is a criminal offence punishable with imprisonment. Another 

objective of this provision is to permit the copyright owners to gain better control over 

their works by limiting the categories of access/use. Some DRM applications which we 

commonly come by include requests for user authentication to enter a database, 

prevention of copying contents of a CD/ document, and locking/restricting the use of a 

digital product to a particular device or region. Tools that enable such DRM application 

are encryption and watermarks. 

 

The introduction of Sections 65A and 65B, apart from harmonizing the Indian copyright 

law with the internet treaties, also aims at aiding the film, music and publishing 
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industries in their fight against piracy. However, for achieving the underlying objectives 

of the foregoing provisions, effective enforcement and a well-equipped legal regime is 

also required.72 

 

The protection of technological measures and rights management information were 

introduced in WCT and WPPT as effective measures to prevent infringement of 

Copyright in digital environment. The introduction of Sections 65A and 65B is expected 

to help the film, music and publishing industry in fighting piracy.73 

 

It is interesting to note that with respect to jurisdiction, the laws are broader in 

connotation. Though the Civil Procedure Code suggests that the suit is to be instituted in 

a district court having jurisdiction, Section 62 of the Copyright Act makes available an 

additional forum of jurisdiction to the aggrieved party. This is to ensure that the 

statutory rights of the Copyright holder are protected. Thus, the plaintiff can institute a 

suit where he actually and voluntarily resides or carries out business or personally works 

for gain and as a result the wrong doer is required to submit to the choice of court of 

the plaintiff.74  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
72 Technological protection measure under the copyright Act,2012,https://www.bananaip.com/ip-news-

center/technological-protection-measures-under-the-copyright-amendment-act-2012/,(last accessed on 

5/5/2018, 8:00pm) 
73 Supra note 68 
74 AIR 1969 Bom 02. 
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CHAPTER 4 

INTERNATIONAL TREATIES PROTECTION OF COPYRIGHT: 

 

 ORIGINS - International protection of Copyright was on the basic of bilateral Copyright 

agreements, where two countries were involved in agreement. However agreement 

failed to provide service due to cross- border trade issues which was directly limiting. 

Countries after that gradually turned to multilateral convention for the commitment for 

all the parties to single set of obligation. 

 

Multilateral structure was found in mid-nineteenth century, before bilateral Copyright 

agreement had been concluded. Authors and publisher called it universal recognition for 

rights. International literary and artistic association (association litteraireet artique 

internationale –ALAI) at the 1878 literary congress in Paris which was organised by 

French writer Victor Hugo. In 1882, the ALAI held a congress in Rome which also 

addressed Copyright protection at the international level. 

 

The German publishers’ association ( boersenverein der deutschen buchhandler), four 

meeting were held in Berne between 1883 and 1886 with the aim objective of 

international treaty protection for literary and artistic works,(Berne convention) in 9 

September 1886 signed by ten countries- 

Belgium,france,Germany,Haiti,Italy,Liberia,spain,Switzerland,Tunisia and united 

Kingdom. 
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There was a regular conference was held with the revise for international Copyright 

protection, as the recent international conference which would directly or indirectly 

effect the member states through provisions.75 

 

EXPLANATION 

 

International treaty doesn’t apply directly towards the rights to private parties but 

imposes obligation on states parties to adapt these law on states. Establishing a certain 

level of protection for the states through principle of national treatment and minimum 

guarantee with standards. 

According to national treatment principle, “works originating in a contracting state are 

protected in every other contracting state in the same manner as these states protect 

works originating in their own territory”.76 

 

In national legislation there are several possibilities to implement international 

prescriptions in respect to how Copyright and related rights are protected abroad. 

Therefore always consult the laws of relevant country in which protection is sought. 

 

THE BERNE CONVENTION: 

 

 In 1886 Berne convention was adopted there were several changes at last in 1971 it 

was referred as “the Paris Act”. In this convention there were various signatory states 

                                                           
75Origin and history, http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/history/lang--en/index.htm, last accessed on 

31/3/2018, 4:27pm. 
76 Berne convention summary,http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/berne/summary_berne.html, last 

accessed on 31/3/2018, 11:53am 

http://www.ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/history/lang--en/index.htm
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were united in the union for protection of rights of authors over their literary and 

artistic works.  

 

Thus in 1967 a specialized United Nations Agency, World Intellectual Property 

Organization (WIPO) had a Berne union international office.  National treatment and 

guarantee of certain minimum standards featured international protection system. First 

time international law considered common principle: ‘the enjoyment and the exercise of 

Copyright shall not be subject to any formality’. 

 

There was redress for safeguarding moral rights protection with national legislation and 

outside Copyright law contract law. Author term was fifty years in Berne convention. At 

the same time exceptional protection in educational press purpose, exclusive rights with 

remuneration. 

 

In 1971 Paris Act introduced compulsory licenses in developing countries, in order to 

facilitate the knowledge transfer in every membered country. 77 

 

THE UNIVERSAL COPYRIGHT CONVENTION 

 

In 1952 diplomatic conference convened by UNESCO in Geneva and 1971 I took place in 

Paris. UCC object to secure multilateral Copyright relations between countries as Berne 

convention was incompatible with the standards of development or their legal tradition, 

moral rights short term of protection for national laws and condition for protection for 

only registered works. The Universal Copyright Convention gave solution for problem. 

                                                           
77 ibid 
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National law was specified for contracting state for all copies of work originating in 

another contracting state.  

 

Copyright symbol was launched by name of Copyright owner and year of publication. 

It gives minimum protection for 25 years from date of publication, and typically not less 

than 25 years after the death of author. Finally, protection of moral rights specified 

particular exceptions which applied for developing countries and norms for general 

principles with different shades of interpretation depending on national policy with 

contracting state.  

French lawyer Andre kerever stated, the UCC ‘created a legal structure which could 

accommodate the united states, USSR industrially developing countries and developed 

countries’ in 1952 by UCC with legal rights of creators and acknowledgement for 

developing countries.78 

 

PROVISION ARE INCLUDED IN THE ROME CONVENTION  

 

International protection of neighboring rights was first launched in Rome conference to 

revised Berne convention. In 1949, international organization was three – United 

International Bureau for the protection of intellectual property, UNESCO, and 

International Labor Organization.  

                                                           
78 Universal Copyright convention,http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-

URL_ID=15381&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html, last accessed on 4/1/2018, 12:28 pm. 
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It aims to protection of performers, producers of phonograms and broadcasting 

orgranisation at diplomatic conference in Rome.  

 

Treaty was signed by 40 states and came into force 1964. Rome convention aims to 

protection of performer artist, record producer and broadcasting organization along 

with special interest towards national treatment rights. While the producer granted 

with exclusive right for reproduction, distribution and communication with broadcasting 

‘possibility of preventing performer’. The convention guarantees term of 20 years, as 

the end of the year when performance, fixation or broadcast took place. Member states 

establish certain exception for purposes such as private use or news reporting.79 

 

 TRIP’S AGREEMENT: 

 

On 15th April 1994, an agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights (TRIPS) was signed in marrakesch, morocco. Then Uruguay round of multilateral 

trade negotiations which gave rise to World trade organization, in general agreement on 

tariffs and trade meeting in 1947.80 

 

TRIPS agreement also covers trade related issues also in particular WTO’s dispute 

settlement process, which can grant sanctions on members in case of violating the 

agreement. 

TRIPS agreement requires WTO members to comply with the provisions of Berne 

convention.  

                                                           
79 Summary of the Rome Convention for the Protection of Performers, Producers of Phonograms and 

Broadcasting Organisations (1961), http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/rome/summary_rome.html,(  last 

accessed on 1/4/2018,3:26 pm.) 
80Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/27-

trips_01_e.htm, last accessed on 1/4/2018, 5:59 pm. 

http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/ip/rome/summary_rome.html
https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/27-trips_01_e.htm
https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/27-trips_01_e.htm
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TRIPS agreement covers computer programs and compilations of data and introduction 

to exclusive right to authorize or prohibit the rental of computer program, software and 

cinematographic works.81 

 

TRIPS agreement provisions are related to rights of performers, producers of 

phonograms and broadcasters. In comparison to Rome convention there is exclusive 

right for performing artists and phonogram producer under certain condition like term 

for 50 years for owner.82 

 

“Three step tests” to economic rights in additional safeguard in order to calibrate the 

limitations that contracting countries may impose on exclusive rights. The initial 3-step 

test was connected to Article 9 of the Berne Convention. 

 

Right of Reproduction: 

1. Generally; 2. Possible exceptions; 3. Sound and visual recordings 

(1) Authors of literary and artistic works protected by this Convention shall have the 

exclusive right of authorizing the reproduction of these works, in any manner or form. 

(2) It shall be a matter for legislation in the countries of the Union to permit the 

reproduction of such works in certain special cases, provided that such reproduction 

does not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and does not unreasonably 

prejudice the legitimate interests of the author. 

(3) Any sound or visual recording shall be considered as a reproduction for the purposes 

of this Convention.83 

                                                           
81 ibid 
82WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT), 

http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/text.jsp?file_id=295578 , last accessed on 1/4/2018, 7:33pm. 
83 83Wipo copyright, https://www.keionline.org/22012, (last accessed on 5/5/2018,7:00pm) 

http://www.wipo.int/treaties/en/text.jsp?file_id=295578
https://www.keionline.org/22012
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An agreement also aims at enforcement procedure including ‘remedies which constitute 

a deterrent to future infringement’ civil and penal remedies and also border measure 

for member states.84 

 

WIPO TREATIES:  

On 20 December 1996, WIPO Copyright treaty (WCT) together WIPO performance and 

phonograms treaty (WPPT) in diplomatic conference adopted Copyright and 

neighboring rights. 120 countries were represented. Treaties focused on new era digital 

technologies on Copyright and related rights. The WTC and WPPT is an update from all 

Berne, Rome and TRIPS agreement.  

 

WCT introduces a new ‘right of making available to public’ aims to interactive 

transmission of works on demand, for example via the internet. WPPT draw an element 

from Rome convention by spelling out minimum standards for protection of performers 

and records producer, and introduces for improvement, particularly for performers. 

There is an exclusive economic right to preventive unauthorized uses; performers are 

also afforded rights of attribution and integrity.85 

 

International agreement focused on moral rights and its attributes and rental right ‘right 

of making available to the public’ for performers and record producers. 

 

Both WIPO treaties incorporate the three-step-test as TRIPS agreement and obligation 

for parties for effective remedies to enforce the rights under the treaties.  

                                                           
84 Ibid 
85 WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty 

(WPPT),http://www.wipo.int/meetings/en/topic.jsp?group_id=23,last accessed on 1/4/2018,7:10pm. 
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Article 10 Limitations and Exceptions 

(1) Contracting Parties may, in their national legislation, provide for limitations of or 

exceptions to the rights granted to authors of literary and artistic works under this 

Treaty in certain special cases that do not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work 

and do not unreasonably prejudice the legitimate interests of the author. 

(2) Contracting Parties shall, when applying the Berne Convention, confine any 

limitations of or exceptions to rights provided for therein to certain special cases that do 

not conflict with a normal exploitation of the work and do not unreasonably prejudice 

the legitimate interests of the author. 

 

It is understood that the provisions of Article 10 permit Contracting Parties to carry 

forward and appropriately extend into the digital environment limitations and 

exceptions in their national laws which have been considered acceptable under the 

Berne Convention. Similarly, these provisions should be understood to permit 

Contracting Parties to devise new exceptions and limitations that are appropriate in the 

digital network environment. 

 

It is also understood that Article 10(2) neither reduces nor extends the scope of 

applicability of the limitations and exceptions permitted by the Berne Convention.86 

 

New features in international protection of Copyright are encryption technologies and 

interference with electronic right management information.87 

                                                           
86Wipo copyright, https://www.keionline.org/22012, (last accessed on 5/5/2018,7:00pm) 
87 ibid 

https://www.keionline.org/22012
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The current challenges to Copyright for global approach is digital environment law 

enforcement in society for fulfill its cultural and economic potentials. 

 

INFRINGEMENT CASES:- 

Gucci Vs. Guess 88 

 

“In 2009 Gucci sued Guess for infringing on five Gucci trademarks, including the 

Use of similar logos. This is perhaps unsurprising given that Guess has been Subject to 

12 copyright complaints over the last ten years. But they have successfully managed to 

resolve all previous situations almost immediately until they messed with Gucci.” 

 

“Obviously, Gucci proved to be the best, Guess used many of Gucci's distinctive marks, 

including a green and red stripe used on handbags, the repeating, inverted GG pattern, 

and the company's use of brown and beige colors, mostly used in conjunction with 

diamond shape patterns. Of course, Gucci came out on top, but not in the way they had 

hoped for. Initially asking for $221m in damages, the judge told Gucci they were only 

entitled to an accounting of profits and limited the damages. In the end, Gucci only 

received $4.7m. Guess was also barred from using most of their designs ever again,  

primarily the Quattro G patterns in brown and beige colors and the CRG stripe.” 

 

The judge concluded that “Over the years, Gucci has sent out hundreds of cease  

and desists letters to entities ranging from national companies such as Bebe,  

Juicy Couture, and Williams-Sonoma, all the way to small-time infringers, such  

as a counterfeiter working out of her Los Angeles apartment and a rabbi in New  

                                                           
88 Gucci Loses Trademark Infringement Case Against Guess in France, Available at, 

https://fashionista.com/2015/02/french-court-rejects-gucci-trademark-claims-against-guess-paris-france, 

last accessed on 11/4/2018, 7:17 p.m. 

https://fashionista.com/2015/02/french-court-rejects-gucci-trademark-claims-against-guess-paris-france
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York, who they suspected might sell counterfeit Gucci products to benefit his 

synagogue.” When it came to Guess, they waited because the company was facing 

budgetary concerns due to counterfeiters. Furthermore, the company had failed to 

bring non-speculative evidence to court. 

 

A&M Records Vs. Napster89 

For those who don't remember, Napster was a popular peer-to-peer file sharing 

network that launched in 1999. It had an amazingly large fan-base of music lovers who 

shared mp3s. However, two years later the company was involved in a joint lawsuit filed 

by various record companies. 

 

“They didn't like the large-scale distribution of their music for free, and so sued the 

company for infringement on their intellectual property. This is what makes this case 

one of the most famous copyright infringement cases in history”. 

 

The court ruled against Napster and the company was forced to shut down the site after 

making a public apology and paying $26m in damages. It was their lack of effort to 

reduce infringement, mixed with the fact that the company financially benefitted from it 

that set the decision in stone. 

 

Apple Vs. Google 90 

Apple is no stranger to court, especially when it comes to Google. After all, there are 

several companies that are making phones using Google's Android software. Steve Jobs 

                                                           
89In A&M Records, Inc. v. Napster, Inc. External link , 239 F.3d 1004 (2001). 
90 Peter Burrows, Apple vs. Google, How the battle between Silicon Valley's superstars will shape the 

future of mobile computing, Available at - 

http://cecs5580.pbworks.com/f/businessweek+Apple+vs+Google.pdf Last seen on 11/4/2018  at 3:00 pm 

https://www.nylitigationfirm.com/239-f-3d-1004-9th-cir-2001/
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repeatedly called the Android a "stolen product. I'm willing to go thermonuclear war on 

this. " 

 

Apparently things got so heated between Apple and Google that former Google CEO 

(and current chairman) Eric Schmidt stepped down from his position on Apple's Board of 

Directors. 

 

In 2010, Apple sued Samsung. Google had to step in and help Samsung partly due to a 

'Mobile Application Distribution Agreement'. A Google lawyer revealed that the 

company agreed to “provide partial or full indemnity with regard to four patents.”  

 

And in one of the highest-profile lawsuits in technology, Motorola sued Apple at the 

same time Samsung was taken to court. Motorola accused Apple of infringing several 

patents, which included how cell phones operated on a 3G network. On the other hand, 

Apple claimed that Motorola violated its patent to certain Smartphone features. 

 

The case was dismissed in 2012, the year that Google acquired Motorola, on grounds 

that neither company had sufficient evidence. In fact, frustrated judges have thrown the 

Apple vs Motorola out of court three times, telling them to solve their problems 

between themselves. 

 

Although Apple hasn't attacked Google, probably due to the fact that Google provides a 

variety of software. Instead, the company chooses to go for the company selling 

Android devices, but it seems that the search giant is intent on defending Android. 
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Gramophone Company of India Ltd. Vs Super Cassette Industries Ltd., 91 

Facts of the Case: The Gramophone Company of India Limited which is the plaintiff 

party’s for this situation had delivered sound records titled '‘Hum Aapke Hain Kaun’ ' 

under rights claimed to have been doled out to it by Rajashree Production Pvt. Ltd. who 

happen to be copyright proprietors of the Cinematographic work? The plaintiff party’s 

asserts that it has effectively sold 55 lakh sound tapes and 40,000 compacts circle titled 

'‘Hum Aapke Hain Kaun’ ' and plan to offer an equivalent number of extra sound tapes 

and smaller plates with the outcome that the title '‘Hum Aapke Hain Kaun’ ', when 

utilized on a record, has come to be related with the plaintiff party’s alone. Its grievance 

is that the respondents too have propelled a sound tape by embracing '‘Hum Aapke 

Hain Kaun’ ' as its title with its plan, shading plan, get up and lay-out misleadingly and 

confusingly like that of the offended parties and have even utilized a photo of Salman 

Khan and Madhuri Dixit on the trim cards. The two, it might be seen, have acted in the 

film '‘Hum Aapke Hain Kaun’ '. Thus the suit of the plaintiff party’s  for changeless order 

controlling the litigants shape assembling, offering, or going of sound tapes under the 

said title or from assembling, offering, or going of sound tapes under the said title or 

from utilizing a container or decorate card indistinguishable or misleadingly or 

confusingly utilized by the plaintiff party’s . Alongside the suit, the plaintiff party’s 

organization likewise moved an application under Order 39 Rules 1 and 2 for give of 

substitute directive.  

 

Analysis of the case:- Version Recording: A variant chronicle is a sound account made of 

officially distributed melodies by utilizing another voice or voices and with various artists 

and arrangers. Version recording in this regard neither copying nor reproduction of the 

original recording. A version recording is protected under clause (j) of sub-section (1) of 

                                                           
91 (1995) 1 Arb. LR 555: 1995 PTR 64: 1996 PTC (16) 252 DEL. 223 
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Section 52 of the Act. It runs as under: "Specific acts not to be infringement of copyright, 

the accompanying demonstrations should not constitute an infringement of copyright to 

be specific, clause(J) the making of records in regard of any artistic, sensational or 

melodic work, if  

 

(i) Records recording that work have beforehand been made by, or with the permit 

or assent of, the proprietor of the copyright in the work; and  

 

(ii) the individual making the records has given the recommended notice of his aim 

to make the records, and has paid in the endorsed way to the proprietor of the 

copyright in the work eminences in regard of every single such record to be made by 

him, at the rate settled by the Copyright Board for this benefit: Provided that in making 

the records such individual might not make any modifications in, or oversights from, the 

work, unless records recording the work subject to comparable adjustments and 

exclusions have been beforehand made by, or with the permit or assent of the 

proprietor of the copyright or unless such changes and exclusions are sensibly 

fundamental for the adjustment of the work to the records being referred to;  

 

On an examination of the facts of the case it was decided by the Courts that the 

injunction that was awarded in favour of the plaintiffs should be set aside as the Act 

permits version recording and the defendants were permitted to record the music 

subject to the condition that it should not use the cartoon or inlay card or any other 

packaging material similar to that of the plaintiffs and an alternate title must be given 

with a declaration in sufficiently bold letters that the record is not the original sound 

track but only a version record with voices of different artists, the word that it is not the 

original work should be clearly underlined. 
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Shyam Lal Paharia and another Vs Gaya Prasad Gupta 'Rasal'92  

Facts and Analysis of the Case: It was held that the articulation literary work implies not 

just such work which manages a specific part of writing in composition and verse yet in 

addition demonstrates a work which is artistic i.e. anything in forming which could be 

said to come very near imaginative work. A collection got from a regular source falls 

inside the ambit of original work. For this circumstance, the oversights appearing in the 

plaintiff party’s gathering’s book were in like manner appearing in the respondent's 

book and commenting on that piece of the case, it was held that it was substantial that 

the irrelevant truth that the disputants hosted the plaintiff party’s gatherings book with 

him won't without any other person's information incite an overwhelming reasoning 

that he had copied the calculations from the plaintiff party’s gathering’s work. However, 

from the way that the blunders put together by the plaintiff party’s  parties in particular 

estimations in his book were found in the respondents  book in near figuring, clearly 

exhibits that the respondents had imitated the calculations from the plaintiff party’s  

gathering's book and ought to be respected to have encroached the copyright to 

plaintiff party’s  concerning such computation.  

 

A perception of above judgment demonstrates that the court has acknowledged that 

accumulation of information required impressive ability and work, which is practiced in 

creating the work.  

 

If, the dispersion of the plaintiff party’s parties is held to be their one of a kind aesthetic 

work met all requirements for confirmation under the Copyright Act, prosecutors must 

be injuncted from copying the same. The primary request, thusly, is whether the 

plaintiff party’s gatherings’ work is a one of a kind imaginative work and is fit the bill for 

                                                           
92 AIR 1971 Allahabad 192 
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confirmation under the Copyright Act. As formally communicated above, it isn't denied 

that under Section 2(k) of the Copyright Act, 1957, a work which is made or conveyed 

under the bearing or control of any Court, Tribunal or Judicial Authority in India is a 

Government work. Under Section 52(q), the propagation or production of any judgment 

or request of a Court, Tribunal or other Judicial Authority might not constitute 

infringement of copyright of the Government in these works. It is in this way, obvious 

that it is available to everyone to duplicate and distribute the administration work 

including the judgment/request of a Court. In any case, in the event that, a man by 

broad perusing, cautious investigation and correlation and with the activity of taste and 

judgment has made certain remarks about the judgment or has composed a critique 

subsequently, might be such a remark and editorial is qualified for insurance under the 

Copyright Act. It is in this foundation that the Court needs to look at in the matter of 

whether or not:  

 the work created by the plaintiff parties is a unique scholarly work; and 

 It is qualified for assurance under Copyright Act, 1957.it is met all requirements 

for confirmation under Copyright Act, 1957. 

 In term of area 52(1) (q) of the Act, propagation of a judgment of the Court is an 

exemption to the infringement of the copyright. The requests and judgments of the 

Courts are in the general population space and anybody can distribute them. Being a 

Government work, no copyright exists in these requests and judgments yet not one can 

guarantee copyright in these judgments and requests of the Courts only on the ground 

that he had first distributed them in his book.  

 

Subsequent to analyzing the different choices on this issue, the Court was of the 

conclusion that there can't be any restraining monopoly in the subject which the author 

has acquired from public domain. Others are at freedom to utilize a similar material. 
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Each individual can take what is valuable for them, enhance and include so that the 

copyright for his increments and change. However, under the pretense of copyrights the 

plaintiff party can't request that the court control the litigants from making the material 

accessible to the general population. Accordingly, the Court watched that the works 

distributed in the Law Reports isn't a unique work and the plaintiff parties can't 

guarantee any copyright over the judgments that are distributed in their Law Reports.   

 

The Division Bench enduring the choice of the single judge held that a comparable 

game-plan needs to continue and the prosecutors were met all requirements for offer 

their CD ROMs with the substance of the judgments of the Supreme Court close by their 

own specific head notes which should not in the slightest degree be copy of the head 

notes and substance hosting a place with the plaintiff party’s gatherings work.  

 

Macmillan and another Vs Suresh Chunder Deb 93 

Facts and Analysis of the Case: Macmillan and Company had distributed a book called 

'The Golden Treasury of the Best Songs and Lyrics' which was a choice made by 

Professor Palgrave from the poems of numerous English authors of various periods. This 

book was extremely well known and there were a few releases to this book. It was 

asserted that the litigants distributed a comparative book containing similar lyrics. For 

this situation the Court managed the inquiry whether the Court can allow a copyright for 

the choice of original works?  

 

Analysis of Case:  

The Court held: "On account of works not original in the best possible feeling of the 

term however made out of or accumulated or arranged from materials which are 

                                                           
93 ILR (1890) 17 Calcutta 951. 
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available to all, the way that one man has delivered such a work does not detract from 

any other person the privilege to create another work of a similar kind, and in doing as 

such to utilize every one of the materials open to him. Be that as it may, as the law is 

briefly expressed by Hall, V.C., in Hogg Vs Scott (1), "the genuine rule in every one of 

these cases is that the respondent isn't at freedom to utilize or profit himself of the 

work which the plaintiff party’s has applied to produce his work, that is, truth be told, it 

would add up to taking without end a man's work, or, at the end of the day, his 

property". In this way, anybody can utilize the openly accessible materials to grow new 

thoughts or creations. In doing new things by taking the help of the materials which are 

available to all, no inquiry of copyright infringement will emerge. The individual who has 

contributed work and thought to make another thing by taking assets accessible for 

open utilize will, obviously, get the syndication directly finished his creation." 

 

Gee Pee Films Private Limited Vs Pratik Choudhury and Others 94  

Facts of the Case: Plaintiff party is a music organization occupied with the matter of 

music recording and manages chronicles of sound video and film and non-film tunes, 

having head office at Ballygunj, Circular Road, and Kolkata. The litigant No. 1 is a vocalist 

of Bengali melodies and defendant No. 2 engaged in the business of manufacture and 

sale of cassettes, compact disk and other song recoding systems. The litigant No.3 is the 

tune lyricist and music arranger, and defendant No.4 is a relative of defendant No.3 and 

asserted to be a lyricist, defendant No.5 is likewise a lyricists and music writer. In 1999 

the Plaintiff party authorized defendant No.2 and 5 to form Bengali non film verses and 

music proposed to be sung by litigant No.1 and proposed to discharge those by method 

for tapes and other sound account frameworks. On installment by the Plaintiff  party 

defendant  No.3 composed the verses and formed the music titled 'Tanche Jakhan' and 
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litigant No 5 composed the verses for another tune 'Tomar Chhoante' which additionally 

sung by litigant No.1. The tapes containing two melodies were arranged and held by the 

Plaintiff party and he asserted proprietorship for having paid sufficient thought to 

litigant No.2 and No. 5. In this manner the Plaintiff party came to realize that litigant 

No.1 and 2 had discharged a music tape containing the comparable tunes with couple of 

negligible corrective changes to the verses and made of fake endeavors to go off the 

said two melodies as various numbers by implying to adjust the titles of the said 2 

numbers. The Plaintiff parties claim to be the proprietor of the two melodies and 

furthermore proprietor of the sound account thereof. The Court allowed and ex-party 

order for the Plaintiff party. The litigants recorded an interest. The fundamental conflict 

of the defendants was that the copyright demonstration gave proprietorship to the 

writer of the music."  

 

Analysis of the Case: - According segment 2(d) writer implies (ii) in connection to a 

melodic work, the arranger as per litigants regardless of whether it is acknowledged that 

the tunes were composed based on commission given by the Plaintiff party or that these 

were made on the bases out of such installment, copyright stays with the lyricist and the 

author. According to defendants unless it is asserted and built up that those tunes were 

composed and made in the course out of Plaintiff  parties work under an agreement of 

administration or apprenticeship as gave in Section 17( c) of the Act., the Plaintiff  party 

can't have any copyright over the said melodies. As far as Section 17 of the Copyright 

Act, the main proprietor of the copyright subject to the arrangements of this Act, the 

creator of a work might be the principal proprietor of the copyright in that gave that (c) 

For the situation of a work made over the span of the creators work under an 

agreement of administration or apprenticeship, to which condition (a or b) does not 

have any significant bearing, the business should, without any consent to opposite, be 
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the primary proprietor of the copyright in that. The defendant s additionally battled that 

the Plaintiff party couldn't assert any copyright even finished the sound account in view 

of Section 2(uu) states maker in connection to a cinematograph film or sound chronicle, 

implies a man who steps up and obligation regarding making the work. 

 

"The Plaintiff party contradicted the above disputes of the litigant and expressed that 

the melodies having been composed and made on the premise out of installment of the 

commission it ought to be assumed that the defendants composed and formed those 

tunes over the span of business, under an agreement of administration and in that 

capacity the Plaintiff party ought to be held to be the proprietor of the copyright on the 

verses and music as gave in Section 17 (c) of the Act. The Plaintiff parties had stepped 

up with regards to the chronicles and borne all costs by making installment of contract 

charges of the studios and compensation to the artists. The relevant passage from 

Copinger and Skone James on copyrights, referred earlier, was taken to prove that when 

a person makes necessary arrangements for recording a work he should be presumed to 

be the producer of the work. Defendant No.3 and 5 being the lyricist and writer of the 

debated tunes was the proprietor of the copyright over the tunes. It is for the Plaintiff 

party to demonstrate that these works were made over the span of work under an 

agreement of administration and that there was no consent in actuality identifying with 

the proprietor of the copyrights. The Plaintiff parties expressed that it had appointed 

the litigants to create the tunes. The word charged means as per oxford propelled 

students lexicon signifies 'give someone the activity of making something, for instance: 

He dispatched a craftsman to paint a statute of his significant other, on installment. It 

likewise intends to give a request. The case referred to in this association was the choice 

of the Supreme Court of Bangladesh."  
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Suraiya Rahman Vs Skill Development for Under Privileged Women,95 for this situation 

the Plaintiff party was under an agreement of administration to deliver imaginative 

works and outlines that she had created before going into the administration of the 

litigants, as their works were obviously set out that unless and until the point that it is 

demonstrated that the work has been led amid the scourge of business the ace can't 

assert responsibility for work. Base on the above cases and on analyzing the certainties 

of the instance of the High Court of Calcutta held that the Plaintiff party can't confuse 

the meaning of maker as given in Section 2(uu) of the Act. So as to be a maker a man 

must step up with regards to well as the obligation of the account. Notwithstanding 

paying the costs of recording including employ charges of the studio and compensation 

of the performer, a man should likewise take the significant legitimate obligation for 

such account. The court in this way came to the conclusion that the Plaintiff party did 

not demonstrate a demure facie instance of copyrights to support him and the request 

for directive was not allowed and the before choice was abandoned. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PIRACY 

Copyright piracy is present worldwide which is affecting the countries in economic loss 

and stopping the creative of the authors and artists in legitimate dues. Piracy means 

copying or unauthorized reproduction, importing or distribution wither of the whole or 

part of works which has been protected under the copyright law. 

 

The owner has a right to transfer, sell, assign, and publish, to adopt; to translate and 

perform in public if anyone utilizes the above mentioned it amounts to infringement of 

copyright. Copyright piracy is theft which leads to loss for owner of the property and 

unlawful copying of work of another, unusually form of distribution and profits. 

 

Under section 51 of copyright Act, 1957 copyright infringement are explained below:- 

 When any person without having a license of copyright, or registrar of copyright, 

or in contravention of conditions of a licence granted or any conditions imposed by a 

competent authority. 

 Exclusive right to do which is given for copyright Permits for profit from works. 

 When any person, Make sale or hire, sell or lets for hire or by way of trade offer 

for sale or hire any infringing copies of the work. 

 Distributes or either of purpose of trade which extent to effect on owner of 

copyright, any infringing copies of the original work.   

 Exhibits in public that affect the infringing copies of work, 

 Imports into India any infringing copies of work except one copy of any work for 

private or domestic use of the importer. 
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LITERARY WORKS  

Piracy of literary works implies unlawful proliferation of books and other pieces of 

literature and dispersion/offering of these for benefit. In India, the diaries/magazines 

and different periodicals are not pirated much. Here piracy of artistic works by and large 

happens in three central ways: I) discount reproducing of content and exchange books 

2) unapproved interpretations and 3) business photocopying of books/diaries. 

Numerous a period piracies appears as distributing counterfeit books. Book piracy, in 

India, basically relies upon two components, specifically, the cost of the book and its 

ubiquity. These two elements have positive commitment to demonstrations of 

infringement of copyright here. Infringement is for the most part kept to outside and 

great indigenous books on the grounds that these books are requested in expansive 

amounts and are likewise evaluated high. 

 

The kinds of books pirated generally are restorative, building and other expert books, 

reference book and well known fictions. The privateers initially recognize the books to 

be pirate and after that get the same imprinted in extensive numbers through corrupt 

printers. The pirated books are typically sold with other (honest to goodness) books by 

common retailers recognized by the privateers. The quantity of printers/merchants 

associated with the procedure of infringement is by and large less. The infringement is 

additionally regular in nature. The whole procedure of printing through offering gets 

over inside one of two month by and large. 

 

Other than the above, piracy as mass photocopying of books is to a great extent 

pervasive in India and particularly in and around instructive organizations. Understudies 

get books from libraries and afterward get these photocopied from the printer kept at 

the establishment where from the books are obtained. While copyright law licenses 
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photocopying of abstract works for constrained private uses, for example, research, 

survey or feedback yet what happens numerous a period is that the whole book is 

photocopied including the cover pages. In this procedure understudy group and the 

photocopy administrators pick up however the distributers lose tremendous income. 

Sadly, the foundations choose not to see to this. Once in a while even some famous 

distributers include themselves in piracy by method for offering books past the 

agreement time frame. This happens when an Indian distributer purchases reproduce 

rights from some remote distributers and continues offering books even after the expiry 

of the period specified in the assertion. This is done in the guise of clearing old stock. 

Consequently, an impression is made that books are printed amid the agreement time 

frame yet as a general rule and are sold past the agreement time frame just to deplete 

the old stock. 

 

The other route through which piracy happens is printing/offering of books implied for 

audit. Numerous outside distributers send books to India for survey. The privateers by 

one mean or gain admittance to such books and make speedy prints to offer in Indian 

market. All these happen much before the approved Indian merchants get their 

duplicates for offering of unique books in India. Naturally, the distributor’s sales get 

affected adversely. 

 

SOUND RECORDINGS:  

The sound recording industry faces three sorts of infringement. In the first place, there 

is a straightforward route by which tunes from various legitimate cassettes/CD (and in 

these manner distinctive right holders) are duplicated and put in a solitary cassettes/CD. 

These are then bundled to appear to be unique from the first items and sold in the 

market. Second, there is duplicating, when music are replicated into and bundled to 
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look as near the first as conceivable utilizing a similar name, logos and so forth. These 

items are deceiving as in conventional end clients imagine that they are purchasing 

unique items. The third type of music piracy is bootlegging, where unapproved accounts 

of execution by craftsmen are made and therefore replicated and sold in the market. All 

these occur without the learning of the entertainers, arranger or the account 

organization. 

 

Prior the music piracy was restricted to tape tapes as it were. With the coming of CDs in 

the eighties it was felt that infringement of copyright of sound chronicles would 

progress toward becoming relics of past times. Be that as it may, as a general rule CD 

piracy is the best danger to the present music world. Indeed, CDs piracy has a global 

power. Fortunately or unfortunately, CD industry is still in it beginning stage in India. At 

exhibit CD showcase is only 2 to 3 percent of the general music advertise in the nation. 

Compact discs have not taken off principally on account of high costs. In India CDs are 

sold on a normal cost extending between Rs.l50 to Rs.550. Thinking about cost of tapes, 

the value differential (amongst tapes and CDs) is very high and restrictive for standard 

music sweethearts. Tape piracy in India is as old as the tape business itself. Govt. 

strategy put music industry in the little scale classification and volume of a record 

organization's tape generation was confined to 300,000 units for each annum. This 

prompted a wide hole in the request supply front which was at last spanned by the 

privateers.  

Regardless of whether music piracy rate has declined from a high of 30% of every 1995 

to around 27% of every 2005, India is the world's 6th biggest privateer advertises in 

esteem terms however third in volume terms. 96 

 

                                                           
96 According to a survey conducted jointly by Business Software Alliance (BSA) and NASSCOM in May2006 
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The popularity of Indian music has gone past the national limits. There is huge interest 

for Indian music in the neighboring nations, for example, Pakistan, West Asia and 

additionally far away nations like USA, Canada and the UK. Indian music is likewise 

pirate in a portion of these remote nations, the striking among these being Pakistan and 

the West Asia. Likewise, foreign audio products items are additionally subject to piracy 

in Indian soil. 

 

CINEMATOGRAPHIC WORKS:  

Copyright in cinematographic works is more perplexing in nature as there an assortment 

of copyrights exist in a solitary work and numerous a times these rights are likewise 

covering. The principal right in a film is the 'theatrical right' i.e. the privilege to show 

films in theaters. The maker is the copyright holder. The merchants purchase showy 

rights from makers and afterward make a few courses of action with the theater 

proprietors for genuine display to the general population. The showy rights are 

constrained by an area and time. Movies are likewise discharged in video tapes. Truth is 

told, nowadays seeing film at home has turned out to be more well-known than seeing 

the same at theaters. The makers offer the video rights to another gathering who makes 

video tapes available to be purchased in the market. These tapes are implied for 'home 

viewing' just i.e. one can purchase a duplicate of it for seeing at home with relatives and 

companions. Such tapes can't be utilized for demonstrating the film in links or through 

satellite stations since indicating films in links or satellite stations require obtaining of 

independent arrangements of rights in particular 'cable rights' and 'satellite rights' and 

so on. A link organize is for the most part restricted to neighborhoods it requires 

recipients (watchers' TVs) which are to be physically associated through link wire to the 

administrators. In the event of satellite stations, is that as it may, there. Is no such 

physical point of confinement as transmission happens through air and got at the clients 
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end by dish antenna. Curiously, in India satellite transmissions, in a large portion of the 

cases, reach to end-clients through link arranges as it were. The link organizes in India 

works in a two-level framework. At the best there are primary administrators who 

transmit their projects through various little nearby administrators on an establishment 

premise. The projects of satellite stations reach to the watchers through link systems. 

The (primary) link administrators don't pay anything to satellite stations for 

demonstrating last's projects in the system with the exception of pay stations (e.g. 

ESPN, Zee Cinema, Movie Club and so forth). The little link administrators, in any case, 

share their salaries with their individual fundamental administrators. The income for 

little administrators originates from the membership of viewers.  

 

Music is a necessary piece of any cinematographic work. In India, film sound tracks 

represent right around 3/4th of the aggregate music showcase. Regardless of whether 

film maker has the copyright in the film, the music incorporated into the film is the 

result of endeavors attempted by a different gathering of innovative individuals, for 

example, the writer, lyricists and so forth every one of them is its very own right 

Holder’s right.  

 

Infringement of copyright of cinematographic works takes two essential structures, 

specifically 'video piracy' and 'cable piracy'. Be that as it may, infringement of copyright 

in one form can overflow and influence the incomes of the other. 'Video piracy' happens 

when a film is created as video tape without taking appropriate authorization from the 

correct holder i.e. maker. Two sorts of video robberies are normal in India. One, where 

video appropriate for films has not been sold by any means (by the maker) but rather 

video tapes are accessible in the market for purchasing or obtaining. What's more, two, 
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when video right is (legitimately) sold to a gathering yet tapes are made and sold by 

others (privateers) too.  

 

Cable piracy is unapproved transmission of movies through link organized. As specified 

above, demonstrating a film in a link organizes requires obtaining of legitimate 

authorization from the right holders. However, numerous a periods, films, particularly 

the new discharges, are appeared through links without such authorization, which 

equivalent to infringement of copyright.  

 

Infringement of copyright is an uncommon wonder in satellite stations in light of the 

fact that such stations are sorted out and for the most part don't indicate films without 

purchasing appropriate rights. In any case, there are situations where right of one 

channel administrator is abused by others. 

 

COMPUTER SOFTWARE PIRACY:  

The infringement of copyright in computer programming basically implies replicating 

and circulation of computer programs without the copyright holder's permission. The 

product business, for the most part, comprises of creation and dissemination of 

computer programs. Formation of computer program is like composition a novel or 

other scholarly works and it requires scholarly ability and preparing in programming. 

Despite the fact that a product can be composed by singular developer, a large portion 

of the real programming's are the result of collective endeavors, where medium to 

extensive measured groups put in months or even a very long time to compose an 

entire program.  
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Distribution of computer programs in the greater part of the created nations happens 

through a two-layered arrangement of wholesalers and merchants, like that of 

numerous different businesses. The product distributers make a generous measure of 

their shipments to few merchants in any given nation, who keep up all around loaded 

stockrooms and can react rapidly to orders from hundreds or thousands of individual 

retail merchants or affiliates. The merchants advertise and give the product items 

straightforwardly to end-clients of Computers. The end clients can be people, business 

undertakings, instructive organizations and government foundations. At times, 

programming distributers additionally bargain specifically with few the bigger 

merchants or affiliates in an individual nation. Permitting is a typical practice in 

programming ventures. The distributer of programming by and large approves its end 

clients through the system of the therapist wrap permit contained in the bundle.  

 

Like other copyright based enterprises, the product business likewise faces a few types 

of piracy. Indeed, infringement of copyright in programming is more than in others since 

it is moderately simple to duplicate programming in Computers particularly in 

Computers and for every down to earth reason the pirated rendition looks and performs 

in an indistinguishable way as the first. The five key sorts of programming piracy include 

(1) counterfeiters (2) resellers (3) mail order houses (4) bulletin boards and (5) end-user 

piracy.  

Counterfeiters are moderately new wonder in the product business and most egregious 

programming forgers create plates, documentation and bundling that look 

fundamentally the same as those of the product distributer. Affiliate infringement of 

copyright happens in the product conveyance channel, when wholesalers or merchants 

either make duplicates of software onto floppy plates, or the inner stockpiling gadget or 
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the 'hard disk' of Computers that they are offering, without authorization from the 

product distributer.  

 

Distinguishing pirated programming isn't a simple errand. This is fundamentally for two 

reasons. To start with, as said prior there is not really any distinction between unique 

programming and pirated programming, once it is replicated onto equipment. Second, 

location of infringement of copyright expects access to programming or equipment or 

both, which may not be feasible as a rule. Be that as it may, there are some routes 

through which an unapproved duplicate of programming can be recognized. Numerous 

a times distributers supply virtual products in bundled frame which contain 

programming on diskettes with printed names giving producer's name, full item name, 

adaptation number, exchange stamp and copyright takes note. Other than these, the 

bundles additionally ordinarily, contain professionally printed documentation, a console 

format, end-client permit and enlistment cards and other written words as per a 

standard bill of materials that would apply to all bundles of that specific item. In such 

cases, the least complex pirated duplicates might be spotted effectively on 'black disks', 

which don't contain produce's name yet rather type composed, manually written or 

roughly printed marks showing the projects contained on the diskettes. In the event of 

introduced programming it is harder to recognize a pirated duplicate.  

 

Once a computer is sought, the projects duplicated onto it can be found and recognized. 

At that point clients can be solicited to deliver the evidence from unique ownership (e.g. 

original packages, documentation, purchase record, license card etc.) of such projects. 

In the event that clients neglect to do as such, there is a by all appearances instance of 

infringement. At times even test buys can be made to secure confirmation of 

infringement of copyright. In India programming piracy is costing the IT business very 
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dear. Add up to misfortunes because of programming piracy in India remained at a 

stunning figure of about Rs. 500 crores (US $ 151.3 million) appearing around 60 % 

piracy rate in India. 

 

INTERNET OR ON-LINE PIRACY:  

Web exercises like caching, browsing, mirroring, scanning, transferring, downloading or 

document file swapping may bring about:  

(a) Transmission of data frame one computer framework or system to another, including 

transitory capacity (RAM) of the data; 

(b) An unapproved stockpiling of such data is an infringement of the copyright 

proprietor's selective appropriate to make duplicates, i.e. to replicate the copyrighted 

work;  

(c) An infringement of the copyright proprietor's selective conveyance right;  

(d) An appearance of a copyright picture in a web program encroaching the copyright 

proprietor's open show right;  

(e) An infringement of the copyright proprietor's elite ideal to make adjustment, 

(modification or change).  

Subsequently, the Copyright Act, in the present shape, has no arrangement against the 

individuals who disregard the copyright proprietor's statutory 'exclusive' ideal to settle 

(store), recreate, circulate, open display(perform) or potentially re-plan 

(adaptation),97when reserve, peruse, transfer, download, check or transmit any data( 

copyright material) in the Internet without looking for authorization frame the copyright 

proprietor. Indeed, even area 52 of the Copyright Act containing arrangements on 

reasonable managing, is noiseless on web related exercises like reserving, perusing, 

transferring, downloading and so forth.  

                                                           
97 Section 14 of the Copyright Act 1957. 
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Besides, by broadening area 51(a) (ii) of the Act, to incorporate system specialist 

organization inside its ambit would make the specialist organization subject for 

copyright infringement because of its reserving and additionally reflecting exercises. Its 

part to give get to administration to download, travel (convey or swap records), show 

(open show), another person' copyrighted work would add up to copyright 

infringement. The resistance offered to the specialist organizations under the said area 

is fairly restricted. For help, one may likewise take insight of 310 Section 14 of the 

Copyright Act 1957.  

 

Section 79 of Information Technology Act, 2000 which talks about the Network Service 

Provider not to be made at risk in specific cases: 

“For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared that not person providing any service 

as a network service provider shall be liable under this Act, rules or regulations made 

hereunder for any third party information or data made available by him if he proves 

that the offence of contravention was committed without his knowledge or that he had 

exercised all due diligence to prevent the commission of Such offence or 

contravention."98  

Whereas, it additionally characterizes the NSP and TPI which is given under the 

clarification with the end goal of the above Section of the Information Technology Act, 

2000, this gives: 

 (a) ' Network service provider' implies a delegate; and  

(b) 'Third party information' implies any data managed by a system specialist 

organization in his ability as a middle person;  

                                                           
98 Section 79 of The Information Technology Act, 2000 
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Thus, the above said area communicates the authoritative expectation of conceding 

invulnerability to the system specialist organization. The said invulnerability is outright if 

and just if the ISP demonstrates for any outsider data that:  

(I) he had no learning that the data content transmitting is unlawful; or 

(II) He had practiced all due persistence to avert transmission (or production) of unlawful 

data content.  

Be that as it may, case ought to be taken, as Section 15(a)(ii) of the Copyright Act relates 

to 'correspondence is the work to the general population where such correspondence 

constitutes an infringement of the copyright in the work' though Section 79 of the 

Information Technology Act, 2000, is quiet about any infringement of the Copyright for 

any outsider data or information or data. Copyright is the relevant law dealing with 

these sorts of protection by bringing the software and other internet.  

 

TELEVISION CHANNEL:  

The idea of 'communication to Public' is focal topic to Copyright and a subject of 

copyright insurance. The inquiry with reference to what constitutes correspondence to 

open relies upon the specific demonstration of correspondence. The presentation of any 

copyrighted work in a shut hover of family or companions or individual review is outside 

the domain of infringement. In any case, when such a display is made to a group of 

people who profit the office in hotels and so forth., it adds up to correspondence to 

open which if managed without permit or consent of copyright holder may welcome 

infringement procedures.  

 

As of late, the present issue has been dissected by the Apex Court in the Super Cassette 

Industries Limited Vs Entertainment Network (India) Limited Case99, where the plaintiff 

                                                           
99AIR 2004, DEL. 326(344) 
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party Super Cassette Industries Limited is copyright holder of a variety of scholarly and 

music works, sound accounts, music recordings and cinematographic recordings and 

make, and offers VCDs, DVDs and Cassettes containing these works. It likewise licenses 

the privilege to abuse its works. The litigants are occupied with the matter of 

hotels/restaurants. The plaintiff party claimed infringement of its copyright in musical 

works by the respondent by showing the music attempts to its visitors in their 

restaurants/hotels and looked for interval order against them which was conceded by 

the court. Plaintiff party fought that titles in which it had copyright were being played in 

the inn rooms, without an appropriate permit. Such utilization would add up to open 

execution, or correspondence to open, of the work, the restrictive rights to which were 

allowed just to the copyright holder or a properly authorized individual under the Act.  

 

The clarification to Section 2 (ff) of Copyright Act, 1957 embedded in 1995 particularly 

commands that making a work accessible by concurrent methods for correspondence in 

lodgings rooms would add up to a correspondence to general society. Plaintiff party 

depended on Sections 14 and 51 of the Copyright Act to put forth out a defense of 

infringement. It was presented that visitors in the respondent's lodging rooms would 

add up to a particular open crowd, since, the litigant and not the link administrator gives 

the administration straightforwardly to the clients. The TVs introduced in the rooms by 

the litigant are the methods through which electronic signs are changed over into sound 

and video signals and consequently constitute a different demonstration of 

correspondence to the general population unmistakable from the demonstration of the 

link administrator. He depended on the judgment conveyed in Performing Right Society 

Vs Hammonds Bradford Brewery Co. Ltd.,100 where it was held that the inn which 

through its remote set makes accessible to its visitors acoustic introductions was in 

                                                           
100 (1934) Ch. 121 
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certainty conveying it freely. He likewise referred to the judgment of Garware Plastics 

and Polyester Ltd. Vs Telelink,101 where the Court held that telecom of substance 

through link stations to different family units and so forth adds up to open execution. 

The respondent in its composed proclamation requested dismissal of plaint expressing 

in that nonattendance of a reason for activity as required by CPC.102 They affirmed that 

the communicate itself and the accepting of such communicate would not add up to 

infringement under segment 51 of the Act. He presented that he was just getting the 

signs transmitted by the link administrator and on the grounds that the plaintiff party 

does not question the lawfulness of the link administrator's substance, the respondent 

itself couldn't be held at risk for infringement of the work through correspondence to 

general society, since it has acquired the assent of the link administrator to get such 

substance.  

 

The issue here is whether correspondence by means of playing a TV slot, the substance 

of which were communicated by the link administrator or the channel itself could be 

held as infringement of the copyright? The court chose this issue affirmative and held 

that such a correspondence being in the control of the respondent was an infringement 

of copyright by uprightness of the arrangements of Copyright Act103 The Parliamentary 

expectation was to bar business foundations from the advantage of non-infringement, 

along these lines, the court would likewise not expand the law beyond its significance to 

deal with any apparent more extensive authoritative reason. The court additionally 

thought about the topic of extents saying that:  

 

                                                           
101 AIR 1989 Born 331. 
102 Order 8 Rule 11 of the CPC, 1908 
103 Section 52 and 2(ff) of Indian Copyright Act, 1957 
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"The placing of a common television in a motel reception, accessible to all but without 

keeping a television set, in each hotel room, or placing such a set in a grocery shop for 

the recreation of the owner, or a wayside rest Gee Pee Films, may not fall within the 

mischief of the definition of infringement. Proportion in this context, would necessarily 

imply the nature of the activity of the establishment and the integral connection, the 

infringement complained of has with it."  

 

The plaintiff party was along these lines, ready to demonstrate copyright infringement 

in that respondents were utilizing link association and stretching out offices of TV to 

their benefactors in the lodging spaces for installments got. Prima facie, the substance 

of music and recordings communicate were correspondences to people in general.  
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CHAPTER 6 

MEASURES UNDERTAKEN TO CURB ONLINE PIRACY IN INDIA 

Although online piracy has been on a rise in India, but it does not mean that measures 

to curb it have not been taken. Below mentioned are several measures introduced to 

control the situation, which were taken either independently or through the help of 

other nations. 

 

The Special 301 Report released by the Unites States of America for the year 2013 

shows India’s continued presence on the priority watch list. The report tracks the 

progress that India has made in the last one year with specific reference to protection 

and enforcement of IPRs and suggests mechanisms that can be adopted. India’s 

enactment of copyright amendments and publication of draft rules for comments and 

implementation of the Madrid Protocol and a draft National Intellectual Property 

Strategy has been appreciated, however the need to have an effective enforcement 

mechanism has been stressed upon. Further, it has been suggested that India make 

additional legislative changes in order to ensure that content-based industries can 

effectively combat physical and online piracy and develop new models for the delivery 

of content and as part of this reform, India should enact anti-camcording legislation and 

provide further protection against online copyright piracy, signal theft, and 

circumvention of technological protection measures.104 

 

India has acted in furtherance of the WIPO Copyright Treaty (WCT) and the WIPO 

Performances and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT) by incorporating provisions on 

Obligations concerning Technological Measures (Article 11 of the WCT and Article 18 of 

                                                           
104 http://www.ustr.gov/sites/ default/files/05012013%202013%20Special%20301%20Report.pdf  (visited 

on 11th February, 2018). 
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the WPPT) and Rights Management Information (Article 12 of the WCT and Article 19 of 

the WPPT) in the Copyright Act (Amendment), 2012. The intention of the legislature is to 

curb the rampant Piracy practices prevalent in the country and also provide copyright 

owners with technological Measures that are an effective means of enforcing their 

rights in the digital age.105  

 

The Kerala Anti-piracy Cell is a commendable initiative by the State Government where 

the Cell Functions under the state’s CBCID (Crime Branch Crime Investigation 

Department) as a central unit to coordinate collection of intelligence, creation of data 

bank, coordination of investigation and direct investigation of crucial crimes to trace out 

their origin and also web distribution. The object was to curb the menace of piracy in 

the Malayalam film industry which was incurring heavy losses owing to tax evasion and 

royalties. The Cell has been successful in detecting 77 cases throughout the state as on 

date. They have laid down certain warnings in public interest for the public at large, 

Internet subscribers, cable TV operators, mobile shop owners and CD/DVD distributors 

across the state of Kerala.106 Such an anti-piracy cell can serve as a model for other 

states of the nation to curb the issue of online piracy. Likewise, the United States 

Business Council launched the ‘Bollywood-Hollywood Initiative’ (The world’s largest film 

industries in terms of volume and revenue respectively) with the Federation of Indian 

Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FICCI).  

 

Their initiative, in the form of a ground-breaking survey, determined the true cost of 

piracy and counterfeiting to the Indian Entertainment Industry; a push to ensure India’s 

adoption of Optical Disc Legislation to combat piracy; a campaign to raise public 

                                                           
105 Ahuja V K, Law of Copyrights and Neighboring Rights: National and International Perspectives, Lexis 

Nexis Butterworths, India, 2007.  
106 http://keralapolice.org/ newsite/anti-piracy-cell.html (visited on 11th February, 2018). 
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awareness of the detrimental effects of piracy on India; and a drive to US-India 

governmental cooperation in combating international, cross-border piracy - particularly 

of Indian films in the US and other countries as well as US films in India.107 

 

The Government approved a scheme to implement an anti-piracy initiative in the audio-

visual sector under 12th Five Year Plan and the Ministry of Information and Broadcasting 

has an outlay of 2 crores for the Plan period 2012-17. Though the FICCI-KPMG shows 

that the figures of piracy have declined in comparison to 2011, the piracy markets still 

account for 600-700 million unit sales of DVDs each year and one of major factors is the 

increased competition within the sector.  

 

Some of the activities planned by the Government under the Plan are as follows:  

(a) Campaign against piracy through audio-visual, Internet and print media and a 

dedicated web portal;  

(b) Training programmes and workshops to sensitize police, judicial, administrative 

officials, multiplex and cinema hall owners about the Copyright Act;  

(c) Research on effects of piracy and develop public-private strategies to combat it;  

(d) Inclusion of anti-piracy awareness material in the curriculum of the schools and 

colleges, road shows/street plays/documentaries for creating awareness.108 

SUGGESTED MEASURES TO CURB ONLINE PIRACY IN INDIA 

1) Implementation of WCT and WPPT –  

One of the first and foremost steps is to act in furtherance of the Internet Treaties that 

are already in force. Once other nations adopt the code set down and incorporate it in 

their national legislations, there will be considerable control in the rate of infringement. 

                                                           
107 http://www.usibc.com/advocacy/initiatives/piracy (visited on 11th February, 2018). 
108 http://pib.nic.in/newsite/erelease.aspx?relid=89529 (visited on 11th February, 2018). 

http://www.usibc.com/advocacy/initiatives/piracy
http://pib.nic.in/newsite/erelease.aspx?relid=89529
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This will have a dual effect – protection of intellectual property and development of e-

commerce. WIPO like it did in the past should to offer support to countries that wish to 

embrace the provisions of the said treaties. The WIPO Internet Treaties (WIPO Copyright 

Treaty, WCT and WIPO Performances and Phonograms Treaty, WPPT) are designed to 

update and supplement the existing international treaties on copyright and related 

rights, namely, the Berne Convention and the Rome Convention. They respond to the 

challenges posed by the digital technologies and, in particular, the dissemination of 

protected material over the global networks that make up the Internet. 109 

The contents of the Internet Treaties can be divided into three parts: 

(1) Incorporation of certain provisions of the TRIPS Agreement not previously included 

explicitly in WIPO treaties  

(2) Updates not specific to digital technologies; and  

(3) Provisions that specifically address the impact of digital technologies.  

 

2) Role of ISPs - The current situation will only change if the access providers 

themselves become more active in policing their clients. This would be the case if the 

ISPs are themselves more directly benefited from value or content added services. Many 

of the laws that exist in the countries mentioned impose responsibility on the ISPs to 

keep a tab on such infringements. It might seem impossible for the service provider to 

filter information but the only way out is to devise a system in which violation of specific 

standards laid down will be brought to the attention of the provider who will in turn 

take necessary action. Uniform Dispute Resolution Policy (UDRP) set up by ICANN is an 

international dispute resolution body to resolve issues pertaining to domain name 

registrations. Since it is in the form of web contracts, it cannot be duplicated and only 

                                                           
109Piracy in the internet age, Journal of Intellectual Property Rights ,Vol 18, September 2013, pp 457-464  
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one body can adjudicate matters relevant to this. Similarly, the service providers can 

play a pivotal role between Internet users and an enforcement body.110 

 

3) Online Licensing - For legal protection to remain meaningful, right holders must 

be able to detect and stop the dissemination of unauthorised digital copies. And for e-

commerce to develop to its full potential, workable systems of online licensing must 

evolve which inspire confidence in consumers. The answer to these challenges to a great 

extent will lie in the technology itself.111 

 

As much as this seems farfetched, the practical usage of this might be a solution to the 

on-going piracy rage. What is to be noted is that licensing does not necessarily imply a 

‘pay to use’ policy and is required to be interpreted more broadly.112  

 

4) Internationalization of Rights - At the level of the judiciary, the courts are 

required to strike a balance between the interests of right holders and users while 

considering the governance structure bias. The courts can do so by interpreting 

copyright law in favour of the weaker and disadvantaged party in the policy making 

process. The reasoning behind this would be that such changes will result in 

internationalization of individual copyright norms without the need to impose severe 

legal sanctions. This will in turn ensure higher efficiency than many national copyright 

laws have at present. There will be jurisdictional barriers, but that also can be set aside 

if the courts of law choose to rule in a certain pattern that enables precedence and sets 

a standard that can be followed. 

                                                           
110 Branislav Hazucha, Enablement of copyright infringement: A role of social norms in the regulation of 

dual-use technologies, Intellectual Property Law & Policy Journal, 24 (2009) 25-96 at 49.  
111 Supra note 106,at 70 
112 Lessig Lawrence, Free Culture: The Nature and Future of Creativity, The Penguin Press, US, 2004, 

pp.283-284.  
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5) Incorporating laws in force in other nations – In India currently there is few and 

far in between legislations which specifically cover online piracy. Most legislations deal 

with online piracy indirectly, as evidenced by the several provisions under Indian 

Copyright Act, 1957. These legislations have not proved to be totally effective, so to 

improve the situation; inspiration can be sought from legislations in force in other 

nations. One of the most influential being the laws in force in Spain, the nation follows a 

comparatively strict code of law under it ‘Sinde Law’, which gives governmental bodies 

discretion to take down websites which violate copyright, moreover there is also a 

mandate to solve the cases within a span of 10 days, which makes the law highly 

effective. The Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA), would also have brought in laws similar to 

Sinde Law, but because it gave too much discretion to administrative authorities, thus it 

was not allowed to be implemented. In France too, powers similar to Spain has been 

given under its ‘graduated response’, which gives preference to administrative 

authorities over courts to address the issue of online piracy independently.  

 

Keeping in view the above, Indian administrative bodies could also be given more power 

to handle online piracy independently to ensure that issues are solved quicker, without 

requiring unnecessary permission from other authorities. Also, a unit within the police 

force too can be constituted as is already in operation in Kerala.  
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CHAPTER 7 

EFFECTS OF COPYRIGHT PIRACY IN SOCIO ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

Copyright piracy, as said prior, is a piracy and hence is a wrongdoing. But since of its 

white shading nature, numerous a period copyright piracies isn't seen as a wrongdoing 

by any stretch of the imagination, or if nothing else not as genuine as robberies are 

conventionally considered. This is maybe one of the best issues related with the 

successful control of the theft wonder, all the more so in a creating nation like India. Our 

general public denounces a bank piracy or even a little family unit piracy. Be that as it 

may, when a product, on the improvement of which vast ventures were made, is 

duplicated unlawfully by millions, no genuine note is being taken. This is on the grounds 

that copyright piracy not at all like most different robberies may not include physical 

items and, subsequently, in numerous events it stays 'elusive'. What is stolen may not 

be simply the physical item but rather the 'licensed innovation', which go unnoticed or 

overlooked in numerous occurrences. That is the reason from a societal point the 

copyright theft isn't generally regarded as a genuine wrongdoing, despite the fact that it 

has sweeping outcomes, both social and monetary. 113 

 

“Is it true that piracy occurs because our society treats it rather casually? Or is it a 

phenomenon purely guided by economic motives? It has been argued by many that in 

the final analysis, the motive behind any piracy is the economic gains. But it is also true 

that the occurrence of  a crime like copyright theft is influenced by the society's outlook 

towards the crime. This is perhaps to a large extent applicable to the copyright piracy 

                                                           

113 Piracy of intellectual property right Statement of Marybeth Peters,The Register of Copyrights 

before theSubcommittee on Intellectual Property,Committee on the JudiciaryUnited States Senate 

109th Congress, 1st Session,25 may 2005, 

, https://www.copyright.gov/docs/regstat052505.html, last accessed on25/04/2018 4:07 pm 

https://www.copyright.gov/docs/regstat052505.html
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phenomenon in India. In this chapter we propose to probe on this issue in the context of 

India through the identification of social and economic factors which contribute to the 

incidence of copyright piracy in the country114 

 

Financial Factors influencing Piracy  

The financial measurements of a nation can be spoken to by factors like its populace 

estimate, total national output, proficiency level, per capita pay, word related structure 

of work compel, personal satisfaction appreciated by individuals and so forth. Presents a 

concise financial profile of the nation. It is hard to build up any direct causal connection 

between these financial factors and theft. Notwithstanding, some of them are relied 

upon to apply their impact on piracy marvel - straightforwardly or in a roundabout way. 

Such factors incorporate proficiency, per capita wage, destitution level and so on. In the 

accompanying sections an endeavor is made to look at how theft is connected to some 

of them.  

 

Absence of education and Piracy  

India houses the biggest number of uneducated people on the planet. The degree of 

absence of education is alarmingly high at 48 for every penny level. Such a high level of 

absence of education is relied upon to have some effect on copyright matters, all the 

more particularly concerning their successful insurance. At the beginning, higher 

absence of education implies lesser interest for books and other printed copyrighted 

materials. Passing by this rationale, in a less educated society, piracy rate is probably 

going to be low particularly regarding books, diaries and other artistic works. This 

rationale can be stretched out to programming piracy also. A nation with low PC 

(equipment) entrance is relied upon to have brought down occurrence of programming 

                                                           
114 8 types of robbery, https://criminal.laws.com/piracy/robbery, last accessed on 24/04/2018 4:09pm 

https://criminal.laws.com/burglary/robbery
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theft. Since privateers might want to wander into just those portions of the copyright 

business where the market is appealing either as far as high volume or potentially high 

costs. The lower interest for books and programming may go about as a disincentive for 

the privateers. Be that as it may, then again, absence of education may help the 

possibilities of piracy in various ways. Unskilled people can't read, and are in this 

manner, not in a situation to judge the creativity of items like the way an informed 

individual can do, for example, by seeing copyright notices and so on. Other than this, 

the unskilled people vigorously rely upon varying media for fulfillment of their 

requirements for stimulation and data, subsequently rendering an assortment of sound 

video copyright items defenseless to broad piracy. The low level of mindfulness which, 

thus, is the aftereffect of a high level of absence of education among an extensive  

 

Number of end-users, may be misused by a couple of hoodlums by offering pirated 

sound video items.  

 

The above dialog is a pointer to the way that a nation's education level has some effect 

on the degree of theft winning there. In a very proficient society the customers are 

relied upon to have a sensibly high level of mindfulness on copyright and, hence, there 

might be fewer propensities among the end-users to purchase and additionally utilize 

pirated items. Every one of the nations alluded there are having higher education rates 

than India. In any case, some of them encounter higher rates of piracy regarding sound 

items or potentially PC virtual products. This proposes theft wins not really due to 

absence of education or absence of mindfulness on copyright alone. There might be 

some different causes behind the wonder. 115 

                                                           
115 Poor countries have more piracy because media costs too much- report, 

https://boingboing.net/2011/03/16/poor-countries-have.html, last accessed on 20/04/2018 4:20pm 
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Poor Enforcement of Piracy law 

The other vital factor which may pull in jobless individuals to theft field is the laxity in 

the nation's copyright implementation hardware. Copyright piracy is a cognizable 

offense according to the Copyright Act. In any case, as for the situation numerous 

comparable laws, hostile to piracy implementation of law have stayed extremely 

ineffectual. In India, there is no genuine risk of being gotten and rebuffed when 

discovered engaged with piracy.  

 

The laxity in authorization is the consequence of slackness with respect to the 

implementation machinery, viz. the police on one hand and the latent states of mind 

with respect to right holders on the other. There is no denying the way that getting the 

privateers isn't among the needs of the police drive. A conceivable purpose behind this, 

as pointed out by the State Departments of Police, is the more prominent association of 

the power in additionally requesting regions, for example, controlling homicides, mobs 

and fear based oppressor exercises and so on. The quality of the power and the 

requirement foundation are likewise not satisfactory to handle adequately the issues of 

India's size and unpredictability. As a characteristic result, low request wrongdoings like 

copyright piracy don't get the most noteworthy consideration from the police. Another 

issue conceded by the division is the absence of commonality among the police work 

force with nation's copyright laws and failure of the faculty to recognize a pirated item 

from the first.  

The right holders are likewise to be reprimanded for their "not all that genuine" 

demeanor towards the theft wonder. In any rate of piracy, it is the right holders, whose 

interests are in question, should take more dynamic part than others in battling it. In 

any case, lamentably the Indian right holders do not have this enthusiasm. The right 

holders over the sections of the copyright business guaranteed that their copyrights 
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were subjected to substantial scale infringement. All the while, the discoveries from our 

field review demonstrated that lone a little segment among the right holders 

volunteered to hold up a protest with the law requirement specialist. The sort of 

dynamic pretended by the influenced people in booking the offenders associated with 

burglaries of their physical properties is prominent by its nonattendance if there should 

arise an occurrence of copyright infringement. At the best the right holders had 

remained Vocal occasionally just to accuse the administration when all is said in done 

and the police specifically for their claimed disappointments in controlling theft.  

The sorted out endeavors in fighting piracy have been missing from the right holders 

with the exception of from the makers of sound items and PC virtual products to some 

degree. 116 

 

The right holders contend that the latent part on their part isn't pondered however 

develops generally out of impulses. Regardless of whether grievances are held up with 

the police, no activity is started against the guilty parties in a large portion of the events. 

Some of the time taking the issue to the most elevated specialist in the police 

additionally did not yield wanted outcomes. In the event that, sometimes, privateers are 

reserved by the police, the ungainly and languid legal framework guarantees that the 

guilty parties stays unpunished for long notwithstanding ever. This demotivates the 

right holders from involving themselves effectively in the fight against piracy. A large 

number of them feel that it is smarter to endure the financial misfortunes because of 

theft than to experience sufferings associated with pursuing the police and going to 

court cases with no clear results within a reasonable time-frame. Note that the 

"easygoing" demeanor isn't restricted to duplicate right infringement alone; it has now 

                                                           
116 ibid 
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turned out to be widespread to a noteworthy piece of Indian masses to different shades 

of malice e.g. debasement. In this foundation wrongdoings like copyright piracy isn't 

considered important by all concerned.  

 

Absence of Infrastructure and Piracy  

The absence of infrastructural offices in India is likewise anticipated that would impact 

copyright piracy somehow or the other. Available foundations in India miss the mark 

concerning genuine prerequisite in the nation and are of lower characteristics when 

contrasted with global standard. The World Competitiveness Year Book 1998, brought 

out by Lausanne (Switzerland) based International Institute of Management 

Development (IMD) has agreed India the last rank in foundation among 46 nations 

whose execution were assessed in the year book. The World Economic Forum's (WEF) 

Global Competitiveness Report 1998 additionally portrays a comparative terrible picture 

for India in the framework front; with India positioning at 50 out of 53 nations. Aside 

from deficiencies of essential frameworks like streets, railroads and so forth. India needs 

in individuals' entrance to correspondence and data. India is falling behind not just the 

created nations like the USA, UK and so on however even a portion of the nations from 

the creating scene are greatly improved set than India in this regard. 117 

 

This might be the explanation behind India not developing as an incorporated 

commercial center. The business sectors in India have stayed divided; therefore 

sufficiently giving degree to the neighborhood providers/merchants to control the 

conditions to support them. This gives a perfect domain to piracy to breed in. The 

privateers in India are seen more to work at the nearby levels. Numerous rustic and 

semi urban markets in the nation are portrayed by request supply holes which, thusly, 
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exist because of an assortment of reasons including deficiencies of framework. Such 

markets are caught by the privateers who swing vigorously without purposeful 

endeavors from the honest to goodness makers. 

Trail and unimportant shops offering audio, video items are excessively normal a scene 

in India, making it impossible to go unnoticed. It isn't a minor fortuitous event that a 

huge piece of these items are pirate. 118 

 

Conclusion  

In this part we have endeavored to distinguish various financial elements which impact 

the occurrence of copyright piracy in India. While it is exceptionally hard to build up the 

degree to which these components add to piracy, it can be gathered that every single 

one of them, independently or on the whole, has some effect on the wonder 

straightforwardly or in a roundabout way. The components distinguished here 

incorporate social debilitations like absence of education, destitution, joblessness on 

one hand and monetary illnesses like the high value, low per capita salaries, and 

absence of foundations and so forth on the other along with poor authorization of 

copyright law. The rundown, nonetheless, isn't thorough yet just demonstrative.  

 

The conclusion that rises is that however social elements like lack of education, 

joblessness and so on impact piracy, the wonder happens more due to financial reasons 

than whatever else. For privateers it is a simple method for making speedy bucks. For 

the end-users it is a profitable course of action for purchasing/utilizing an assortment of 

data diversion items which generally stay unreasonably expensive in any event to a 

dominant part.  

                                                           
118  Economic and Political Weekly, Vol. 36, No. 24 (Jun. 16-22, 2001), pp. 2147-2156 
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Essentially, this "Win-Win" circumstance for privateers and end-users keep the theft 

alive and dynamic in the general public. Other financial factors like destitution and high 

costs and so on just add to the level of the issue.  

 

In any case, theft involves a high cost to the inventive individuals and furthermore to the 

individuals who put their rare assets in bringing out copyrighted materials for use by 

millions. Until the point that the privateers are terrified by giving model disciplines in 

instances of copyright infringement and the basic end-users understand that over the 

long haul assurance of copyright is advantageous not exclusively to the individuals who 

are associated with creation and commercialization of scholarly properties, yet to all 

including themselves, piracy will win. What is required, in this way, is a powerful 

authorization apparatus alongside a far reaching promulgation featuring the difficulties 

related with theft.119 
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CHAPTER 8 

 CONCLUSION AND SUGEGESTIONS 

After careful consideration we can begin to wrap up the complete discussion regarding 

whether these new provisions work in the real world or not. But before we go ahead 

deciding that we must commend the effort made by the government in eradicating the 

copyright piracy in area of Literary Work, Sound Recording, Cinematographic Works, 

Computer Software, Internet or online, Television channel through Act and regulation. 

This is more of an new concept and provision which has the bring the concept for piracy 

in copyright area. But when we study or read about copyright piracy, we must look at 

the broader concept. This broader idea includes the types of piracy in present scenario. 

 

Copyright depends on the financial rationality that no individual is permitted to benefit 

from the weirs of the others. Benefit in this sense bears its conventional importance of 

gaining salary, the offer of which should go to the creator of the work (as he has 

consumed his keenness) or his allocates, licensees etc.(who have contributed their pay 

to market or offer that 'intellectual product'.) In the field of law it is frequently cited 

'Ignorantia juris non execusat' that obliviousness of law is no reason. One can't take this 

resistance in the courtroom. The vast majorities of the general population who know 

the law imagine not to, and proceed in photocopying Copyrighted materials in 

considerable parts or at some point in totality. They think of it as real since they are 

paying the printer for his work and administration which is far substantially more 

compensating than to pay the creator for his astuteness or distributer for consumption. 

In any case, individuals regularly rehearse the same in Schools, Colleges and Universities 

without even a touch of blame, also not by any means think of it as improper insofar as 

they are paying for the pages and a large number of them are not in any case mindful 

that it is an unlawful demonstration. The diverse zones of infringement of Copyrights 
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have been recognized in this work. A portion of the regions are most seasoned 

conventional zones or methods of infringement  like duplicating physically however 

after the entry of the mechanical and the computerized innovation, regions of 

infringement  has extremely expanded strikingly. Infringement  by method for copying 

of CDs/DVDs, abuse of manifestations through web mail server, broadcasting films 

through link correspondence, leaving duplicate or creation in the server, downloading 

the formation of creators without assent and transferring the cinematographic and 

melodic takes a shot at the web without getting expert, are some the territories of 

uncontrolled infringement  of Copyright with which the makers/proprietors and 

speculators are inadequately enduring, in India as well as all through the globe. The 

specialist has additionally experienced one regions of the infringement of Copyright 

which is most recent and caused because of entry of the computerized condition and 

that is home copying of sound and video program for future days without paying 

anything to the proprietor/maker.  

 

From the above said dialog it is additionally adequately certain that the Copyright 

advancement began from guttenberg's printing press in Germany 1436, Europe, and 

England for book to showcase. Authorizing Act was passed by England for forbiddance 

of printing and permitting additionally enlisted with stationers. Statute of Anne, skirmish 

of book retailer, Queen Anne which restraining infrastructure over the distribution.  

 

At first began growing gradually yet got the genuine energy after its globalization 

extraordinarily after the foundation of the WTO and usage of TRIPs rules, the US 

administrators began treating Copyright law at standard with the progressions of 

innovative change by. Indian Copyright law is however fundamentally thought to be 

eclipsed by the English Copyright law yet the globalization and monetary esteem 
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expansion to IPR all in all and Copyright specifically, India has extremely changed its 

measurement and in the progression of time our governing body gave us possess 

shading and taste in the field of Copyright law.  

 

These days, during the time spent Copyright creation works India is one of the biggest 

on the planet yet the defensive instrument is weakest one which is extremely 

demoralizing. The present law i.e. Copyright Act, 1957 is changed commonly just to keep 

adjust with the advancement, i.e. to keep pace with time and following the progressions 

saw in the global standards like TRIPs and so forth., yet at the same time, the Copyright 

and related laws of India are experiencing the approach affliction and not ready to 

secure numerous zones of the Copyright infringement. The Indian laws of Copyright 

have surely neglected to adapt to the mechanical progression keeping in mind the end 

goal to shield the Copyright from the infringement as the idea of the Copyright winds up 

worldwide one. One can duplicate the making of any individual just by a tick of mouse. 

Indian Copyright law isn't at standard with the mechanical, computerized and electronic 

progression of the age. From the profound investigation of the enactments, cases and 

laws identifying with infringement of Copyright in India and its effect on the Copyright of 

the makers, it can be reasoned that India by the change of its Copyright law in 1999 in 

the sentiment of the specialist, has debilitated the PC programming defensive 

arrangements which were more viable in 1995 and considered as most dynamic among 

the creating scene.  

 

Despite the fact that Information Technology Act, 2000 incorporates colossal 

punishments for the unapproved duplicating of software's, the resistances accessible in 

different laws anticipate fruitful arraignments of the cases by the Indian legal 

framework. This ought to be truly investigated in India. India is still not a signatory of the 
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best settlements to address the mechanical difficulties of WIPO i.e. WIPO Copyright 

Treaty (WCT) and WIPO Performance and Phonograms Treaty (WPPT). Another critical 

region which has not superbly secured by the present Indian Copyright enactment is the 

obligation of specialist organizations for Copyright infringement. Then again the 

Information Technology Act, 2000 exempts ISPs from risk on the off chance that they 

can demonstrate that they had no learning of the event of the affirmed demonstration 

and that they had found a way to keep an infringement.  

 

Be that as it may, the current arrangements of both Copyright Act and Information 

Technology Act don't obviously recommend risk points of confinement of specialist co-

ops. For instance, if a man makes a portrayal to a specialist organization asserting 

Copyright infringement  on the material accessible on the system, the specialist co-op 

will be subject just on the off chance that he neglects to make strides inside a 'sensible 

time' to expel the encroaching material from the system. In the event that the specialist 

co-op neglects to counteract infringement of Copyright in the above conditions, the 

request of not knowing about infringement is as yet accessible to him. On the off chance 

that the specialist co-op expels the material from the system in compatibility to the 

portrayal made by a man, who later on demonstrates false, the specialist organization 

won't be at risk to the individual whose material has been evacuated.  

 

The Indian position in regard to the obligation of specialist co-ops for Copyright 

infringement must be made more unequivocal with the goal that ISP can appropriately 

release its duties. A large portion of the infringement of Copyright has been made for 

the sake of 'reasonable time'. Perceiving a fair use safeguard gives a client free access to 

whatever Copyrighted works happen to be made by the maker. 
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Subsequently, in nearness of value-based hindrances in dealing, the reasonable utilize 

precept serves the essential capacity of encouraging dissemination without 

fundamentally chilling inventiveness. It has been currently settled that reasonable utilize 

control has developed as an evenhanded reaction to showcase disappointment as an 

approach to guarantee that socially attractive utilizations won't be blocked. Yet, as a 

general rule one of the sole reasons for disappointment of the measures for the security 

of Copyright infringement  is the resistance of “fair use” in light of the fact that there is 

no rule to decide the term 'fair use' in Indian Copyright laws.  

 

Another essential part of the Copyright law which isn't legitimately managed in the 

present law identifying with Copyright in India is the means to support and spur the 

general population by giving mindfulness in regards to Copyright infringement and its 

outcomes. Indeed, even police individual that can assume significant part in fighting 

piracy are not bounteously mindful of different arrangements of the law identifying with 

Copyright. There is absence of satisfactory number of faculty who can completely 

dedicate to copyright related violations alone.  

 

Along these lines, if this will be the position the first maker will never be granted and 

besides, the country will keep losing its income from the zone of Copyright industry. This 

training is to be controlled by any methods by making suitable move. The police are 

more worried about common lawfulness issues and Copyright related violations are 

connected minimum need. The mindfulness level among end-clients is likewise low.  

 

Introduce Indian Copyright enactment and related laws absolutely give the system to 

the insurance yet the genuine perspectives not legitimately foreseen by the Indian 

officials is test of the requirement of the recommended laws.  
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Another view which has been uncovered all through the investigation is that law 

identified with Copyright in India has neglected to contend with the progression in the 

field of innovation.  

 

Subsequently, if this will be the position the first maker will never be granted and 

additionally, the country will keep losing its income from the zone of Copyright industry. 

This training is to be checked by any methods by making suitable move.  

 

The issue of Copyright piracy in India ought to be seen out of sight of the financial 

measurement of the nation. India is a huge nation with immature framework and 

markets. The vast majority of the Copyrighted items discover use in an expansive 

number of spots and infringement may happen in various structures, however every 

one of them may not prompt substantial scale loss of business enthusiasm to the 

correct holders. Given the multifaceted nature of the issue for a nation of India's size, it 

isn't achievable to control Copyright piracy in its each sign through lawful means alone. 

Vast scale enhancements in the general level of mindfulness among people in general 

will be the above all else hindrance to the disease. Copyright law authorization 

apparatus must prevail with regards to securing commendable discipline to the bosses 

who are blameworthy of genuine infringement, as opposed to endeavoring to adapt to 

countless infringement.  

 

The researcher opinion to avoid piracy. It isn’t supposed to step into the shoes of the 

legislature and precisely propose the draft enabling laws which are the bounden duty 

and the sacred domain of the legislature. In any case, that doesn’t make us constrained 

as capable nationals from the proposal concerning what should the legislators 
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remember while drafting the empowering arrangements which might decrease the free 

and unapproved availability to the Copyrighted works.  

 

Internet Service Provider is vital body to the procedure of Internet Service of this 

electronic age. ISP is taking adequate contemplations for giving its administrations 

however in India, still, the obligation of specialist organization isn't explicitly secured 

under present Copyright Act, 1957.  

 

There is a requirement for an accord on the importance of the term due ingenuity in 

light of the fact that the essential capacity of ISPs is to manufacture and give the 

Internet benefit. The I.T. Act must incorporate areas that address the money related 

part of the exchange, and the connection between an ISP and an outsider since this is 

crucial in deciding the character of the violator.  

 

Presentation of Awareness and Education Program:  

In the field of Copyright there can be two methods for infringement of Copyright. Firstly, 

the people who are replicating the first works of the creators without knowing whether 

this is the situation of Copyright infringement or not. Also, people who are purposefully 

encroaching copyright of the creators by replicating it without taking authorization from 

the creators. In India, in the event of abstract and imaginative work the infringement by 

method for first classification are higher than the instance of second classification 

however in other piece of the globe the proportion is invert.  

 

The above classification of infringement can be limited basically by leading mindfulness 

and training program with respect to Copyright. The legislative divisions and non-

administrative orgranisation should meet up to battle with this hazard keeping in mind 
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the end goal to secure the IPR all in all and Copyright specifically. Fake items were 

thriving on the grounds that there was a prepared market in the nation for such shabby, 

resemble the other a like items. The acknowledgment of fake items by customers comes 

in the method for the usage of laws which is the consequence of absence of 

mindfulness, training and data. The beneath specified class of people ought to 

extraordinarily be given mindfulness and instruction to influence them to comprehend 

the fundamental of Copyright and to give them the learning about the infringement  of 

Copyrights, Copyrighted items and its financial and social significance.  

 

Development of National Anti-Piracy Task Force 

Central Govt. ought to make a National Anti-Piracy Task Force to take criminal and 

common activities against infringement. On the off chance that this isn't achievable, 

give assets to the states to prepare and prepare state IP Task powers. The Home 

Ministry should lead the pack in giving this preparation and assets, and the Home 

Minister should issue a solid and generally pitched judgment of infringement and the 

harm caused by it to India and urges all police powers to make prompt move to find it.  

 

The solid common society can help during the time spent requirement of Copyright law 

in this common society and keep down the instances of infringement of Copyright to 

advance the Indian incomes by adding to the GDP of India like created nations i.e. 

Joined Kingdom, USA and so forth by charming increasingly interest in this learning 

creation based industry. 
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